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ABSTRACT 
in this thesis, we introduce a mesh-free deformation framework. Four different applications are 
presented based on it. Among them, a technique of mesh-free deformations and a technique of 
reusable deformations are to model the deformations in two different ways, while the hyper-twist and 
the force mapping are applied to other graphic purposes related to deformations. 
Existing physicanv-based deformation techniques, such as the finite element method and the mass-
spring systems, require the deformed object to be properly meshed. The proposed mesh-free 
deformations are constructed with unconnected points and no mesh is required in the computation. 
This process strict~1' follows the principles of classic mechanics and a deformation is defined as a 
combination of fundamental solutions. Because no mesh is involved, deforming a complex shape is as 
straightforw'ard as deforming a simple one and the trade-off between efficiency and accuracy is easy 
to achieve by redistributing the points concerned. Experiments show that this method is fast and 
offers similar accuracy to the finite element methods. 
Reducing both computational cost and amount of unnecessary human intervention remains a pressing 
issue in the animation production. To provide a faster and more user-friendly tool, we extend the 
above mesh-free deformations technique and develop another technique. A key feature is the 
reusability of deformations. Existing deformations can be simply extracted and reapplied physically 
using the 'copy' and 'paste' operations. it relieves the modelling efforts. In this way, the visual 
realism is combined with the modelling efficiency and the user-friendliness for animators. 
The mesh-free deformation framework is capable to describe the deformations in an infinite body 
which is in line with the distortion of a 3D space. The twist of an infinite body, hyper-twist, is 
investigated to show how a 3D space and the object embedded can be radically deformed. Abstract 
shapes with aesthetic effects can be created in this process as well as their animations. 
Following the idea of mesh-free computation, we apply forces on a surface to create the fine details of 
the surface. A force map records the applied forces and their distributions. We call this technique 
force mapping, which can be used for surface modeling, compression, reconstruction and editing. As 
an alternative to displacement mapping, force mapping benefits from the fact that the physical 
property, force, is integrated into a geometric surface explicitly. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Deformable object modelling is an open research subject in both engineering and 
computer graphics. Many successful methods have been developed for computer 
graphic applications. Among them, the physically-based modelling technique has 
attracted much attention due to its ability to achieve good accuracy, thus 
guaranteeing realistic effects in animated scenes. 
However, the physically-based model requires human intervention to generate input 
data which describes its physical states and environment before the problem can be 
solved by a computer program. In most cases, such preparation is tedious and the 
user must master the knowledge of both the given software and the underlying 
physics of the phenomenon. So far, little attention has been paid to this issue and 
little effort has been made to reduce and simplify the work involved (Hirota 2002). 
Most physically-based techniques used in computer graphics rely on an object being 
properly meshed. The meshes define the underlying physical connections among 
discretized points. The drawback of using meshes, however, is that the user must 
define the mesh carefully to best describe the shape and physics of the object in 
1 
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question, and sometimes this meshing process has to be repeated during computation 
to prevent distorted elements from ruining the results (Bathe 1996). 
To avoid this, in this research we propose a mesh-free deformation framework. 
Under this framework our research is to develop effective techniques to model 
deformations for computer graphics and animation applications. This framework is 
flexible and can also be applied to many applications beyond direct deformation 
modelling. Several techniques have been developed during the course of the research. 
First of alL a technique of mesh-free deformations provides a user-friendly interface 
and alleviates the labour-intensive part in modelling, which demonstrates how our 
frame\vork is used to physically generate deformations. A technique of reusable 
deformations is developed as an extension of the technique of mesh-free 
deformations, which allows the reuse of deformation data by 'copy' and 'paste' 
operations. 
Related to distortions in the 3D space, what we called the hyper-twist is to create 
aesthetic shapes procedurally. And the so called force mapping is for geometric 
contraction and compression which expresses the geometric details into a force map. 
These two techniques are based on our framework and are applied to two different 
areas other than deformation modelling. 
1.1 Challenges in Modelling Deformations 
Nowadays, films and games require high image resolution and quality. This 
introduces big challenges in modelling and rendering. It is the same for modelling 
deformations. The following is an outline of the specific difficulties in modelling 
deformations for computer graphics purposes. 
1. To create rich details, we often model the object with a complex geometric shape 
and hope to deform it correctly. It is challenging in mesh-based techniques as the 
detailed shape has to be properly meshed. 
2 
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2. Complex physical properties and behaviours of the material in a real deformation 
are hard to imitate numerically. Even creation of a visual plausible effect 
presents a big challenge, not to mention physically correct results. 
3. The objects would interact with each other and the environment. Challenges are 
to predict the interactions and to figure out the results accordingly. 
4. The efficiency of the algorithm is important in computer graphics applications as 
many applications require interactive or even real-time performance. 
5. Most users are not experts of physics or mathematics. The provided tools must 
be easy to handle. We do not want to force our users to learn additional 
knowledge before they can start. 
1.2 Mesh-free Deformation Framework and Applications 
1.2.1 Mesh-free Deformation Framework 
The mesh-free deformation framework that we propose in this thesis is based on 
discretized points. It eliminates the problems associated with meshes and relieves the 
modelling effort in creating the deformation effects. 
In the traditional mesh-based way, when a point of an object is moved to a new 
position, it affects its neighbouring points which are connected to the moving points 
by mesh. Such disturbance is then spread through the whole object, point by point 
(or element by element), following the mesh connection, and the object deforms. 
In our mesh-free framework, the problem is treated in a different way. We use some 
discretized points on an object surface to capture the shape changes. There are no 
connections among the discretized points, and the force and displacement constraints 
are directly applied to these points. 
3 
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Our mesh-free framework is constructed on the principle of superposition in elastic 
mechanics. The principle states that the deformation of an object caused by a 
sophisticated load case can be equivalently produced with a linear combination of 
the deformations by two or more simple load cases on the same object, while the 
linear combination of the simple load cases is equal to the sophisticated load case 
(Saada 1993). Instead of tackling the deformations directly, we decompose a 
deformation as a group of fundamental solutions. The fundamental solutions are 
carefully selected to describe the characteristic of material responses of some known 
loads. which regulate the location of each point. The distribution of the fundamental 
solutions is arranged to meet the boundary constraints and the composition of the 
fundamental solutions approximates the required deformation effect. When a point is 
moved or constrained, this causes changes of the distribution of the fundamental 
solutions, and all the other points change their locations accordingly to deform the 
object. Unlike meshes which define the connection of neighbouring points explicitly, 
in our framework, all the points are connected to each other implicitly by the 
definition of fundamental solutions. 
1.2.2 Techniques and Applications 
This mesh-free framework can be applied to many potential areas. Four different 
applications are investigated in this thesis. 
1. Mesh-free Deformations 
Using discretized points, our mesh-free deformations calculate the deformations 
directly from the boundary constraints. The Kelvin solution (see Chapter 4 for details) 
is chosen as a fundamental solution, which satisfies the governing partial differential 
equations (PDEs). Therefore, the sum of fundamental solutions satisfies the PDEs 
and the solving process is to adjust the relative quantities in the summation to meet 
the boundary constraints. 
2. Reusable Deformations 
The reusability of physically-based deformations is a novel concept proposed in this 
thesis. It would save the modelling effort extensively in many computer graphics 
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applications. Based on the mesh-free deformation framework, we define 'copy' and 
'paste' operations to reuse deformation data in modelling different objects. The 
· copy' process involves the extraction of the deformation behaviour from a source 
object. The 'paste' operation then applies it to a different object (target), resulting in 
the target object being deformed in a physically plausible manner. 
3. Hyper-twist 
A space can be distorted and the objects within it are deformed accordingly. Based 
on our mesh-free deformation framework, a technique is developed to create 
complicated distortions of a space. Following the distortions, different objects within 
the space are deformed to procedurally generate shapes with aesthetic effects. This 
technique is capable of creating a series of artistic works, including animation 
sequences, from a simple setting. In the thesis, the hyper-twist, which twists a 3D 
space, is chosen as an example to demonstrate the use of this technique. 
4. Force Mapping 
To compress geometric data, a displacement map records the difference between a 
surface and its simplified alternative. The detailed surface is reconstructed from a 
simple surface by disturbing the vertices along the surface normal according to the 
displacement map. With our mesh-free deformation frame, we transfer the 
information previously recorded by displacements into forces. A force map, 
alternatively, is used to reconstruct a complex surface from its simplified alternative. 
The force map stores the data compactly and results in a high compression ratio. 
1.3 Contributions 
The thesis presents a mesh-free deformation framework and its applications. The 
contributions are listed as follows. 
• A mesh-free deformation framework is established in this thesis, which 
explains the deformation in a way different from most traditional physically-
based techniques. 
5 
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A technique of mesh-free deformations is developed within the framework. 
The proposed method has the following advantages: 
Modelling effort is reduced. There is no need to mesh a complex object. 
This method can be directly applied to models drawn with polygons. No 
interior information is required and the vertices can serve as sampling 
points. 
It is seamlessly connected to point-based rendering as both are point-
oriented. 
The solving process IS fast as only the surface points come into 
computation. 
The trade-off between speed and accuracy is controlled by re-sampling 
the points. 
It is physically-based, producing force information as well as 
displacement information. This is useful in virtual reality with haptic 
rendering. 
Computation efficiency of mesh-free deformations is investigated. Two 
different approaches are introduced: one is based on sparse matrix 
computation, and the other is based on a pre-computation technique. 
• Reusable deformations are introduced as an extension of the mesh-free 
deformation, to allow different geometric models to share a pre-defined 
deformation. 'Copy' and 'paste' operations are defined to accomplish the 
task. They are physically-based and work under the mesh-free deformation 
framework. Benefits of this technique are as follows: 
The modelling cost is reduced due to the use of existing deformations. 
A database stores the deformations, providing a wide choice for the user 
who may not have experience in deformation modelling. 
New effects of deformation can be created by combining existing ones. 
Deforming a model with rich details can be done by copying the 
deformation from its alternative with low resolutions, to save modelling 
effort. 
6 
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Anatomic human muscle structure is animated with the proposed mesh-free 
deformations. The deformations of the major muscles on the limbs and torso 
have been studied and modelled. 
The deformation of an infinite body is investigated in hyper-twist which is 
linked to a space distortion. A change in infinite space is encoded within the 
mesh-free deformation framework. Shapes with special aesthetic effects can 
be generated by a simple disturbance of an infinite space, providing a tool for 
artistic creation. 
Following the mesh-free deformation framework, a theory of force mapping 
is proposed which disturbs a surface with forces recorded in a force map. The 
force mapping provides an alternative way to displacement mapping to 
transform a complicated surface into a simple surface and a force map. It 
provides a higher compression ratio than the displacement mapping. 
During the period of the research, we have produced several publications to report 
the technical developments achieved, which are listed as follows. 
• Chang, 1., Yang, X. and Zhang, 1.1., Hyper-twist, (to be submitted). 
• Chang, 1., Zhang, 1. 1. and You L., Physically-Based Deformations: Copy 
and Paste, Submitted to The Visual Computer (accepted to publish) 
• Yang, X., Chang, 1., Zhang, 1. 1., 2006, Animating Human Muscle Structure, 
Submitted to Computing in Science and Engineering, (accepted to publish) 
• Chang, 1., Zhang 1. 1. and Yang, X., 2005, Fast Mesh-free Deformations, 
Ninth International Conference on Computer Aided Design and Computer 
Graphics (CAD-CG'05), published by IEEE, p.149 -156. 
• Chang, 1. and Zhang, 1. 1., 2004, Mesh-free Deformations. Computer 
Animation and Virtual Worlds, v. 15, n. 3-4, p. 211-217. 
• Chang, 1. and Zhang, 1. 1., 2004, Force Mapping, Theory and Practice of 
Computer Graphics: Eurographics UK, published by IEEE, p.204-210, (This 
paper has been awarded Ken Brodlie Prize and The Best Student Work). 
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1.4 Thesis Overview 
The structure of the thesis is outlined in Figure 1.1. 
Chapter 1. Mathematical Foundations 
Introduction Chapter 3. Chapter 4. 
Chapter 2. Solid Mechanics Kelvin Problem 
Related Work 
Numerical Improvement 
Chapter 6. 
,,/' Fast Mesh-free 
Kernel Framework 
Acceleration techniques ~ Chapter 5. 
Mesh-free Deformations 
A Case Study ~ 
Appendix A. 
Human Muscle Structure 
'(7 
Extensions: 
Chapter 7. Chapter 8. Chapter 9. 
Reuseable Hyper-twist Force Mapping 
Deformations 
Sharing the same Deforming an Compressing 
deformation infinite body. 
among different 
objects. 
details of a 
surface to forces. 
Chapter 10. 
Concludes Thesis 
Figure 1.1 Structure of the thesis. 
Chapter 1 is a brief introduction of this thesis. Chapter 2 reviews the techniques in 
deformation modelling, especially for graphic applications. 
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Chapter 3 reviews the basic definitions and fonnulisations in solid mechanics and 
outlines the frame of classic solid mechanics. Chapter 4 mainly introduces the 
Kelvin problem and the Kelvin solution, which is related to the definition of the 
fundamental solution. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 lay down the mathematical 
foundations for the mesh-free defonnation framework. 
Chapter 5 develops the mesh-free defonnations technique, and investigates its 
advantages. The main theory and numerical framework of the method are 
constructed in this chapter. Chapter 6 improves the performance of the mesh-free 
method with two acceleration algorithms, the sparse matrix computation and the pre-
computation technique. 
To achieve further savIng on modelling effort and computation cost, Chapter 7 
investigates the problem of how to share a deformation among different geometric 
models and develops a solution with 'copy' and 'paste' operations. 
Chapter 8 extends the definition of mesh-free deformation to an infinite body. The 
twist of the infinite body, hyper-twist, driven by forces is used to create images and 
animations with aesthetic effects. Furthermore, Chapter 9 introduces the force 
mapping technique, which uses forces to disturb the surface and is viewed as another 
extension of mesh-free defonnation for geometric modelling. 
Chapter 10 concludes the thesis and identifies potential directions in future research. 
Appendix At applies the mesh-free method to anatomic human muscle structure. 
Human muscles are animated taking into account their anatomic shapes. It illustrates 
how human muscles move and defonn to drive the movements of bones. 
t This work has been jointly developed with Dr. Xiaosong Yang. My contribution is mainly on the 
construction of the mesh-free deformation module. 
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CHAPTER 2 
RELATED WORK 
Scientists have been working on the problem of deformation for centuries. As early 
as the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, scientists led by Bernoulli and Euler 
have introduced the basic concept of strain, and extended Newton's Law of Motion 
to govern the transformation of a deformable body; based on their work, in the 
eighteenth century, Cauchy assembled the basic framework of three-dimensional 
continuum mechanics (Antman 1995). A thorough reference on the theory of solid 
mechanics can be found in (Fung 1965; Fung 1994; Saada 1993). There is no doubt, 
therefore that the advent of the computer was paramount in the development of 
numerical methods to solve mechanical problems in both theory research and 
engineering applications since the sixties. 
Animated deformations have been widely applied in TV, mOVieS and computer 
games. They are different from those in the analyses or simulations for engineering 
purposes. Animation mainly focuses on the visual effects while the simulation cares 
more about physical accuracy and correctness. Technically, there are two main 
streams of modelling deformations, the geometrically-based methods and the 
physically-based methods. 
10 
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2.1 Geometrically-based Deformations 
A pioneer work by Barr (1984) has discussed how to create deformations with 
geometric functions. In general, geometric implementation of deformations is 
directly manipulating the changes of a given object, namely the locations, 
orientations, velocities and accelerations of mesh vertices. 
Normally, deformation is presented as interpolation of changes among the given 
feature points (elements). For instance, the Free-Form Deformations (FFDs) define 
and deform a lattice of control points to generate deformation effects of objects 
embedded (Sederberg and Parry 1986; Greissmair and Purgathofer 1989; Coquillart 
1990; Hsu et al. 1992; MacCracken and Joy 1996); WIRES uses feature curves to 
define and shape the deformable features of objects (Singh and Fiume 1998); the 
ChainMail technique deforms an object via a chain-like reaction among the 
discretized points/elements (Gibson 1997; Li and Brodlie 2003). The FFDs is one of 
the most popular modelling methods. In the FFDs, a few control points define a 
parametric volume, and the points falling into the volume are expressed as 
interpolations of these control points. Moving the control points causes changes of 
the volume and thus the surface embedded in it deforms accordingly (Coquillart 
1990). Geometric methods can be used to generate various morphing effects not 
necessarily restricted to the physics, which give their users extra freedom of creation. 
However, physically-based methods are advantageous in the creation of realistic 
scenes. 
2.2 Physically-based Deformations 
Physically-based methods often build up dynamic models to define the changes of 
geometric objects. Such dynamic models describe the related physical laws and give 
out the responses of objects subject to the environment changing, which is a 
numerical mimic or reproduction of real physical phenomenon. In practice, a 
dynamic model approximates the real world and characterizes the evolution of 
geometric models to a certain level of accuracy. 
11 
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Terzopoulos et a1. (1987) pioneered physically-based techniques for graphics 
applications. In (Terzopoulos et a1. 1987), the elastic curve, surface and solids 
deformed with properly defined deformation energy. Another work (Terzopoulos 
and Fleischer 1988) extended the application of deformation energy from elasticity 
to viscolelasticity, plasticity and fracture. Baraff (1992) also shared the similar idea 
of using the energy in modelling flexible objects. There are various methods based 
on different theories to model deformation physically nowadays. In the following, 
we review the main streams of physically-based deformation techniques. 
2.2.1 Mass Spring System 
The MSS (Mass Spring System) has been widely applied in computer graphics as a 
branch among physically-based modelling techniques. The basic idea is 
straightforward. The MSS represents an object with discretized mass points 
connected by springs. Spring forces caused by movement of mass points balance 
external loads. Shape change is expressed as movement of mass points. 
Figure 2.1 Mass Spring System 
Generally, the external forces and the internal forces exert on a mass point to 
regulate its motion. The external forces are normally caused by contact or impact 
12 
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and the internal forces include the spring forces and the damping force. We can write 
out the acceleration a of a given mass point as follows: 
(2.1) 
where m is the mass, ft is the ith external force, f/ is the jth spring force, and r' is the 
damping force. The spring force linearly or non-linearly depends on the change of 
spring length. The damping force is defined as a function of the mass velocity. In the 
system, damping forces consume the kinetic energy and slow down the movement of 
mass points. Spring forces and damping forces characterize responses of objects 
subject to external forces. With the updated acceleration, the speed and the position 
can be updated. After the states of all mass points are refreshed, the updated 
infonnation is used to reload the spring forces and the damping forces in the 
computation of next time-step. 
Waters (1987) introduced springs to control the parameterisation for face shape and 
create facial expression. MSS was also used to create locomotion of worms, snakes 
(Miller 1988) and fish (Tu and Terzopoulos 1994). Furthennore, MSS has become 
the most popular method in cloth simulation because of its high adaptability (Volino 
et al. 1996; Bridson et al. 2003). The implicit integration is introduced (Baraff and 
Witkin 1998) to achieve fast calculation of dynamic response. With fine meshes, 
accurate spring and damping parameters, the MSS would provide a good 
approximation of a soft object to a certain level. However, the mass-spring 
approximation of continuous material is radically simplified and some of its artefacts 
might result in unrealistic scenes, e.g. volume of object is not always preserved in 
MSS defonnations. Furthermore, it is a tedious task to tune the physical parameters 
in the MSS to reach a good result when hundreds or thousands of springs are 
involved. 
2.2.2 Finite Element Method 
The finite element method (FEM) is a well-established method, which has a long 
history of development and is still one of the most effective methods in engineering 
computation (Bathe 1996; Dhatt et al. 1984). The first introduction of the concept of 
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FEM dates back to the fifties (Turner et al. 1956; Argyris and Kelsey 1960). A 
number of FEM software packages have been developed to meet various 
requirements of industry nowadays. A few can be named here: NASTRAN, MARC, 
ANSYS, and ABAQUES. 
In the FEM, a continuous object is discretized into many small elements, such as 
tetrahedrons or hexahedrons, which are of simple geometric shape. Each element 
contains a number of nodes. Each node is to be assigned a value of an unknown 
variable, which could be the displacement in a deformation simulation. An unknown 
variable within one element is expressed as the weighted sum of values on its nodes. 
In this way, a continuous distribution is approximated as piecewise fields element by 
element. A shape function, which depends on the type of element, defines the weight 
coefficient in the interpolation. With the above process, a continuous distribution can 
be represented by discretized values on the nodes. The equilibrium state of the object 
(the defonned shape) minimizes the potential energy; with the variation method, 
fmding the distribution of the unknown variable is through solving algebra equations 
with unknowns as node values. 
The development cost of a FEM software package for general purposes is relatively 
high and the standard FEM commercial packages are expensive. The operation 
interfaces of these packages are complicated and the operator must be familiar with 
the complicated software and master the theory of the physical phenomena in 
question. The FEM is computationally expensive and the preparation for a 
computation is tedious. One of the most time-consuming processes is to mesh the 
object to generate elements. The elements have to be carefully designed to avoid a 
degenerated shape that could break down the solving process. The limitation factor 
on the use of the FEM now is the manpower, rather than the computing power as 
was the case just a few years ago (Fagan 1992). Though the FEM is expensive for 
graphical applications, it has been widely applied. 
The first adoption of FEM for computer graphics appeared in applications on surgery 
simulation, which models materials with complex mechanical properties and requires 
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accurate results (Deng 1988; Chen and Zeltzer 1992; Cotin et al. 1999; Hirota 2002). 
Based on the finite element theory, Gourret et al. (1989) took into account the active 
forces of fingers when interacting with a object. The multi-resolution method has 
been introduced to achieve real-time or interactive performance, where most 
computation is accomplished on coarse meshes to save time (Debunne et al. 1999; 
Debunne et al. 2001; Capell et al. 2002; Dewaele and Cani 2004). The concept of 
non-linear strain has been introduced to overcome the artefacts that occur when 
using a linear model for large deformations (Zhuang and Canny 1999; Muller et al. 
2002). Irving et al. (2004) used invertible elements to take into account the effect of 
element rotation in large deformations. There is no doubt that the non-linear 
algorithms are more complicated and far more computationally expensive than the 
linear alternatives. O'Brien et al. computed out the split between two elements or 
within one element and the FEM has been used in simulating fractures (O'Brien and 
Hodgins 1999; O'Brien et al. 2002). 
2.2.3 Boundary Element Method 
The Boundary Element Method (BEM) is a 'Cinderella' of the numerical method, 
and is not as well known as the FEM (Beer 2000). The BEM numerically integrates 
the fundamental solutions along the boundary of an object to get the solution, which 
uses elements made of nodes to discretize the boundary (Beer 2000; Cartwright 
2001). Unlike the FEM which subdivides the whole domain into elements, the BEM 
only does the subdivision on the boundary, which saves considerable time in creating 
and modifying the mesh. The BEM usually has advantages when dealing with stress 
concentration problems or with problems involving infinite or semi-infinite domains. 
Not many applications of BEM in computer graphics can be seen. The ArtDefo, a 
simulator for interactive animation is accomplished with BEM (James and Pai 1999). 
James and Pai (2003) latter extended this work and introduced the techniques of 
wavelet to speed up the computation. 
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2.2.4 Mesh-free Methods 
Distinctive from the mesh-based resolutions, the mesh-free methods, which are also 
called the mesh-less methods in some literatures, are point-based resolutions: adding 
or removing nodes/points to enhance the performance is much easier as there is no 
underlying mesh topology related to points. Szeliski and Tonnesen (1992) presented 
the elastic surfaces based on interacting particle systems, which are easy to split, join, 
or extend without manual intervention. In general mesh-free methods, many nodal 
points are distributed within the domain and each one is assigned values of physical 
variables, e.g. mass, speed, acceleration and displacement. The nodal points interact 
,,,ith each other. The value of a point which may not necessarily be a node is given 
out as the interpolation of values on its neighbour nodal points, and a shape function 
defines the weight in the interpolation. Normally, the residual method is used to 
deduce the governing equations which specify the behaviour of nodes. Different 
shape functions in the interpolation or different definitions of the residual value are 
taken into account in various types of mesh-free methods. For a thorough review 
about mesh-free methods, the reader can refer to (Liu 2003). The main advantage of 
the mesh-free methods is to get rid of the difficulty of meshing and remeshing. There 
is no requirement of this human-labour intensive process at the input stage and 
human resources are saved. Other problems associated with meshes are also 
alleviated with mesh-free methods, e.g. numerical difficulties caused by mesh 
distortion in MSS and FEM. 
Various types of mesh-free methods have been developed. Among them, Smooth 
Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is popular in fluid simulation (Muller et al. 2003), 
which was first applied in astronomy to simulate the evolution of galaxies 
(Monaghan 1992). It was also used in (Desbrun and Gascuel 1996) to compute 
deformations. Muller et al. (2004) gave out another point-based method to animate 
deforming and melting, while Pauly et al. (2005) extended this work to animate 
fracture. 
The mesh-free deformation framework proposed in this thesis is different from 
existing popular mesh-free methods. In the traditional mesh-free methods, the 
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solution is represented by the interpolation of nodal points. To compute the result of 
a given point, a search for the neighbouring nodes is carried first. Normally, a list of 
neighbour nodes is maintained during the computation to perform a quick search. 
However, our framework gives out the result directly as the function value of the 
fundamental solutions. No list of neighbours is maintained and the computation does 
not rely on any sort of connections among nodes. This makes our method distinctive 
from other mesh-free methods. 
In addition. the technique of mesh-free deformations based on our framework only 
discretizes a boundary surface into points and performs computation on them, while 
most traditional methods require computation on interior points. This makes our 
method especially feasible for animation as most geometric models are constructed 
by surfaces only. There is no extra work to define the distribution of points within 
the object and some topology defects of the model do not cause problems: this may 
not be the case in other methods. The analytical fundamental solution is used in our 
mesh-free method and our solution satisfies the partial differential equations. 
Although the idea of mesh-free computation has been used in engineering for some 
time, to our knowledge, we were among the first to introduce and adopt it to 
physically-based deformations in computer graphics (Chang and Zhang 2004). 
2.3 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have reviewed the typical techniques for modelling deformations, 
especially those for computer graphics purposes. A greater attention was paid to the 
physically-based methods, and the traditional mesh-free methods are introduced 
within this category. It is pointed out that our framework shares the mesh-free idea 
with traditional methods but we treat the deformation problem in a very different 
way. 
In this thesis, we will also discuss some applications of our presented mesh-free 
framework. These may include several techniques other than pure deformations 
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modelling. For better readability, some other techniques will be reviewed in the 
related chapters, including advances of muscle modelling (Appendix A), and a 
review of the displacement mapping technique (Chapter 9). 
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CHAPTER 3 
FUNDAMENTALS OF SOLID MECHANICS 
In this chapter, we give a brief introduction to the fundamentals of solid mechanics, 
which lays down the foundation for most physically-based numerical approaches, 
including the mesh-free resolutions. Most of the formulations in this chapter can be 
found in (Fung 1965; Fung 1994; Timoshenko and Goodier 1970; Saada 1993; 
Ogden 1997). The formulations in this chapter are the basic theory of mechanics and 
the reader can refer to the above books. 
In continuum mechanics, it is assumed that material is continually distributed in 
space, and thus physical properties, such as density, displacement and velocity, can 
be described as continual functions of time and space. This continuity assumption 
assures the validity of differential operations of these variables. 
3.1 Configuration and Deformation 
At time t = 0, an object with continually distributed mass occupies known space no, 
which could be bounded or unbounded. This implies that there is a material point at 
any geometric point of no. Let's suppose that the object is deforming and its material 
keeps moving from an old position to a new position. At time t, the same object 
occupies different space n. 
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t= 0 t=t 
o ~------____________ ~ 
Figure 3.1 Tracking the deformation 
Each material point is labelled with its position X at time o. And the material point X 
moves to its new position x at time t. Its new position x is the function of time t and 
its initial position X. 
x = g(X,t) (3.1) 
By tracking motions of all material points, deformations of an object with 
continually distributed mass are describable. 
A collection of locations about all material points is referred to as a configuration. 
The configuration at time 0 is referred to as the material configuration, or the initial 
configuration. The configuration at time t is referred to as the spatial configuration 
or the current configuration. 
There are two ways to describe the problem: the Lagrangian (material) description 
in which the material point is labelled by its initial position X, the Lagrangian 
coordinates; the Eulerian (spatial) description in which the material point is labelled 
by its current position x, the Eulerian coordinates. The initial position can be given 
out as the inverse function of (3.1). 
x = h(x,t) (3.2) 
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Both the Lagrangian description and the Eulerian description can convert to each 
other with (3.1) and (3.2). 
The displacement u of a material point is defined as the vector which originates from 
its initial position X and ends at its current position x. 
u=x-X 
In the Lagrangian description, u is treated as the function of X and t, 
u = x-X = g(X,t)-X 
And in the Eulerian description, it is the function of x and t. 
u = x - X = x - b( x, t) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
In other chapters of this thesis, only the lower case x is used to note the coordinates, 
because all the problems are described in the Lagrange reference coordinates and 
there is no need to tell the difference between the two reference systems. 
3.2 Deformation Gradient and Displacement Gradient 
Differentiating (3.1) with respect to X leads to: 
or 
dx = FdX 
dx
i 
= taxi dXj 
j=l aX j 
i = 1,2,3 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
F is referred to as the deformation gradient, which describes the relative motion of a 
material point with respect to its neighbours. 
aXl aX1 aXl 
aX1 aX2 aX3 
ax aX2 aX2 aX2 (3.8) F---
- -
ax aX1 aX2 aX3 
aX3 aX3 aX3 
aX1 aX2 aX3 
The inverse of F is the gradient of the reverse deformation, that is, 
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(3.9) 
Displacement gradient D is the differential of displacement u with respect to X. 
D=au=ax_ax=F_I 
ax ax ax (3.l0) 
The displacement gradient IS equal to the corresponding deformation gradient 
subtracting an identity matrix. 
If there is no motion, the deformation gradient is equal to an identity matrix and the 
displacement gradient is a zero matrix. 
3.3 Strain Analysis 
The movement of a flexible object can be decomposed in two parts, the rigid 
transformation and the deformation. An intrinsic measurement of deformation would 
eliminate the influence of rigid transformation. In a pure rotation, x = QX, where Q 
is the rotation matrix. The deformation gradient F is equal to the rotation matrix Q in 
this case. It means F would change even if there is no deformation, and F is not a 
good measurement. 
Let's define a tensor C as follows. 
(3.11) 
For an arbitrary rigid transformation, x = QX + c, where Q is the rotation matrix and 
c is the translation, C = FTF = QTQ = I. Therefore, C is rotation-independent, which 
is a constant identity matrix for all rigid transformations. C only takes into account 
the influence of deformations and it provides a good measurement of deformation. C 
is called the Right Cr;luchy-Green deformation tensor. 
The elongation ratio A of a material line element along direction n in the Lagrangian 
coordinates is given out here. 
;e = nCn (3.12) 
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And the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor B IS also defined as follows 
alternatively. 
B=FFT (3.13) 
In practice, the Lagrangian strain tensor y and the Eulerian strain tensor 11 are 
defined as follows. 
1 y=-(C-I) 
2 
1 -1 11 = -(I - B ) 
2 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Both strain tensors are equal to zero when the object is only subject to a rigid 
transformation. 
The element Yij of y is written out here, 
1 au. au) au. au) 
ri;o = "2(a;. + ax. + a;. ax.) 
} I } I 
i,j = 1,2,3 (3.16) 
where Ui is the projection of displacement u on the Ai axis. 
The engineering strain E with elements cij is the linear approximation of the 
Lagrangian strain, which is suitable for problems of small deformations. 
3.4 Stress Analysis 
1 au. au) 
&ij = "2(a;. + ax.) 
} I 
i,j = 1,2,3 (3.17) 
Given a small surface, which could be inside the object or lying on the boundary, the 
materials inside it may be pulled by the materials outside. As shown in Figure 3.2, 
the normal of the small surface is D, the area of the small surface is bS, and the 
pulling force is bp. 
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Figure 3.2 The small surface with normal 0 is pulled by force 6p 
When the surface shrinks to a point Q, the surface traction q of surface with normal 
n at point Q is defined as follows . 
q = lim bp 
&'~O OS (3.18) 
The surface traction q is also given out in detail as: 
all a l 2 a l3 n l 
q = 0'0 = a 2l a 22 a 23 n 2 (3.19) 
where (J is the Cauchy stress tensor. 
Cauchy stress tensor is a symmetry tensor: aij - aji. The ith column of 0', { ali, a2i, 
a 3i } T, is exactly the traction of surface perpendicular to the coordinate axis Xi at 
point Q. 
3.5 Equilibrium Equations 
Let's suppose that an object CB is in equilibrium state, '1(is a part of CB, and surface P 
with normal n is surrounding 1?v In equilibrium state, the sum of all the forces on 
material of '1(must equal to zero. 
ffqds + ffffdv = 0 (3.20) 
rF rJ( 
where q is the surface traction and f is the body force. 
Equation (3.21) is obtained by substituting equation (3 .19) into equation (3.20). 
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JJands + JJJfdv = 0 (3.21) 
'F rJ( 
With the divergence theorem (Ogden 1997), the equilibrium equations in integration 
form are given out as follows. 
Jff(diva + f)dv = 0 (3.22) 
rJ( 
where dil'a is the divergence of stress tensor a, 
Ball Bal2 Bal3 
--+ +_:..=.... 
axl BX2 BX3 
div(J = V . a = Ba2l Ba22 Ba23 
-=-+ +-==-
BXl BX2 BX3 
(3.23) 
Ba3l Ba32 Ba33 -~+ +-::..::... 
BXl BX2 BX3 
<1(is arbitrarily chosen and equations (3.22) are correct at any part of the object rB, so 
at any point in object rB , 
diva + f = 0 (3.24) 
which are the equilibrium equations in derivation fonn. 
In case of motion, with the influence of inertia, the equilibrium equations In 
integration fonn become, 
fJf(diva + f - pa)dv = 0 
rJ( 
where p is the density and a is the acceleration of the material point. 
.. d 2x 
a=x=--
dt 2 
t is the time and x is the current position of the material point. 
According to (3.25), the equilibrium equations in derivation form are 
div(J + f = pa 
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3.6 Constitutive Law 
The constitutive law describes the mechanical or physical property of material. It 
defines how the stress state of an object changes according to the kinetic states, such 
as strain and strain-rate. The stress tensor may relate to other thermal and 
electromagnetic variables, for instance, temperature. Generally, materials' 
behaviours are non-linear and complicated. The mathematical models are much 
complicated for non-linear elasticity, elastoplasticity and plasticity. Here, we will 
discuss the linear models that can approximate non-linear materials in a linear way. 
For those non-linear models, readers can refer to the text books (Fung 1965; Fung 
1994: Ogden 1997). 
For a number of solids, the loads are proportional to the deformations. This means 
that when the load increases, the strain (deformation) increases in the same ratio, and 
vice versa. When the object is unloaded, deformations disappear. These experimental 
facts lead to the constitutive laws of the linear elastic material. 
The linear elastic material is also called Hooke's material, whose stress (f linearly 
depends on the engineering strain E. The constitutive relation is as follows. 
(f = CE (3.28) 
or, 
i, j = 1,2,3 (3.29) 
where C is the elastic constant tensor and Cijkl is one of its elements. 
Isotropic material possesses elastic properties which are independent of the 
orientation of the reference coordinate. In other words, it is a material that possesses 
a rotational symmetry with respect to any two perpendicular axes. The isotropic 
Hooke's material has only two material constants that appear in the constitutive 
equations due to its symmetry. The constitutive equations of isotropic Hooke's 
material are given out by (3.30). 
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3 
aij = A.-5ij LGkk + 2GGij 
k=! 
i, j = 1,2,3 (3.30) 
where A and G are called the Lame's constants, and G is referred to as the shear 
modulus (also marked 11). () is the Kronecker delta. 
5 .. = {O, 
IJ 1 , 
for i"* j; 
for i = j. (3.31 ) 
Isotropic Hooke's material is an ideal material that provides an approximation to a 
large number of solids. In the real world, the behaviours of material are complicated. 
Such linear approximation is very rough and not sufficient for many applications. 
Anisotropy and non-linearity have to be introduced. One example is that the 
response of most biological material reveals various kinds of non-linearity. 
Some material's stress may rely on its deformation history rather than its current 
strain tensor state only. One example is the linear viscoelastic material, whose 
constitutive law is as follows (Fung 1994). 
G(t) = r C(t - r) dE(r) dr 
.b dr 
(3.32) 
Here the stress of time t is the integration of effects due to strain change along the 
whole deformation history. C of the elastic constant tensor now depends on load 
history. 
3.7 Boundary Value Problem 
In general, the deformation of an object is subjected to its extemalloads/constraints: 
the surface forces, surface displacements, and body forces. In most engineering 
applications, people are interested in the stresses and the displacements of a 
deformed object. In computer graphics, the visible part is the main interest and 
surface displacements play an important role, as people sense the deformation by 
noticing the displacements of surfaces. The stresses are needed only in some special 
applications, e.g. haptic rendering or surgery simulations where the force feedback is 
taken into account. 
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For an arbitrary point on the surface of an object, either the surface force or the 
displacement is known previously. The prescribed physical state of a patch of 
surface is called the boundary condition: force boundary condition for known force, 
and displacements boundary condition for known displacement. 
The boundary value problem is described by governing equations plus boundary 
conditions and body forces, which is solvable. Governing equations are equilibrium 
equations plus constitutive equations, which regulate the responses of the object 
subject to the external loads. The solving process of a boundary value problem is 
shown in Figure 3.3. 
I r 
I Solver 
I 
r'---.. ~ 
Boundary Governing Equations: 
Conditions -l'\, ""- Results 
+ ~ Equilibrium Equations vi 
Body + 
Forces 
-
Constitutive Equations l-
f-
I--
Figure 3.3 The solving process of a boundary value problem 
3.8 Conclusions 
The solid mechanics theory was introduced briefly in this chapter. It is based on the 
continuity assumption and serves as the foundation for development of our mesh-
free deformation framework. This chapter started from the kinetic description of 
movement of a group of mass points. The definitions of stress and strain were 
outlined and their relationship was explained as the constitutive law. The 
deformation of object under given boundary conditions is governed by the 
equilibrium equations and the constitutive law. 
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CHAPTER 4 
KELVIN PROBLEM AND SOLUTION 
The Kelvin problem and its solution are the fundamental elements in the numerical 
framework presented in this thesis. The Kelvin problem is one of a few problems 
where analytic solutions exist. Its solution explicitly gives out continual distributions 
of displacement and other mechanical variables within an infinite space. This makes 
the Kelvin solution a good candidate for providing the fundamental solution in our 
mesh-free deformation framework. In this chapter, the definitions of the Kelvin 
problem and its solution are outlined. 
4.1 Kelvin Problem 
R 
Figure 4.1 A concentrated force R exerts on an infinite body 
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The Kelvin problem is defined as the problem of an infinite isotopic elastic body 
subject to a concentrated force. As shown in Figure 4.1, the concentrated force with 
amount R is exerted at the origin, and the force is along the direction of axis X3. The 
strength of the force is R. It is expected that all the stresses vanish at infinity. 
The Kelvin problem is expressed as follows (Saada 1993): 
~aa .. ~--lj =0 
}=1 ax} for i =1,2,3 
3 
aij = A8ij I 8kk + 2G8ij 
k=1 
with force boundary conditions 
i, j = 1,2,3 
(Y .. =0 
lj for r ~ OCJ 
3 
1. #~ x} 1m ~ a l . -Lcis = 0 b'r~O . J 8r 
r=c5r J=I 
3 
1. #~ x} 1m ~a2'-Lcis=0 b'r~O '-1 J 8r 
r=b'r J-
3 x. 
lim MIa3} -Lcls = R b'r~O Jj '-1 8r 
r=b'r J-
where r = ~ X l2 + xi + xi and R is the force strength. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Equations (4.1) are the equilibrium equations (3.24) as the body forces f vanish. 
Equations (4.2) are exactly the same as equations (3.30) which describe the 
constitutive law of isotropic elasticity. Equations (4.3) describe the force boundary 
condition in the infinite distance where all the stresses vanish. And equations (4.4) 
describe the force boundary condition at the origin. The external concentrated force 
is balanced by all the surface traction on a sphere with infinitesimal radius. 
4.2 Kelvin Solution 
The Kelvin problem described in Section 4.1 has an analytical solution while most 
mechanical problems only have numerical solutions. The displacement u = {Ul, U2, 
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1(1, } T of one nontrivial point Q with coordinates x- {x x x} T, th ' fi 't b d ' 
- 1, 2, 3 In e In lnl e 0 y IS 
given by (Saada 1993): 
R x X 
11-, = ~
- 16nG(1- v) r3 
u = R 3 - 4v X3 2 
3 16nG(l-v) ( r +7) (4.5) 
\vhere,. = ~xi~ + x~ + x~ , R is the force strength, G is the shear modulus and v is the 
Poisson ratio, which is the ratio between the lateral contraction and the axial 
elongation under a uniaxial stress condition. Poisson's ratio v can be expressed by 
L ' A arne s constants, v = ---
2(A + G) 
The surface traction, q = {ql, Q2, Q3} T, caused by the concentrated force, at point Q 
with surface normal n = {n1, n2, n3} Tis (Saada 1993): 
R 1 xx nx nx ql = - 2 [3~cosB-(1-2v)(_1 _3 __ 3 _I)] 
8JZ'(1-V) r r r r 
Q2 = R ~[3 X2~3 cosB-(1-2v)(n2x3 _ n3x2)] 
8Jr(1- v) r r r r 
R 1 x 2 
Q3 = 2 [3~ + (1- 2v)]cosB 
8Jr(1- v) r r (4.6) 
Some examples of the Kelvin solution are drawn out in Figure 4.2, where shear 
modulus G = 100MPa, and Poisson ratio v = 0.5. In Figure 4.2(a), the surface of a 
plane parallel to the concentrated force is selected and its deformed shape is drawn 
out. The distance of the surface to the force is one unit. In the deformed shape, all 
points are dragged down by the force. There are displacements perpendicular to the 
force as well. The upper half of the surface is pulled toward the force where the 
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lower part is pushed away. This causes the wave-like shape in Figure 4.2(a). In 
Figure 4.2(b), the surface of a plane is deformed. The force right exerts on the centre 
of the plane. It reveals that the displacements along the direction of the force are 
dominant. Both figures show that the closer the point is to the force, the larger the 
displacement is. The displacement at the origin where the force exerts goes to 
infinity as shown in Figure 4.2(b). 
( a) Surface parallel to the force 
(b) Surface perpendicular to the force 
Figure 4.2 Examples of the Kelvin solution (the surfaces in the infinite body are 
deformed and the single force is noted by the arrow). 
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4.3 Kelvin Problem with Arbitrary Force 
In general, the concentrated force may not exert on the origin but exert on an 
arbitrary point P, and the force may have an arbitrary direction instead of along a 
particular coordinate axis. Let's denote the force as R with R={R}, R2, R3}T, 
where Ri is the projection of the force on axis Xi. 
n 
Figure 4.3 An arbitrary concentrated force R exerts on an infinite body 
After deforming, the displacement u = {Ul, U2, U3} T of one nontrivial point Q in the 
infinite body is given by: 
3 
U j = LRiUij(P,Q) for j = 1,2,3 (4.7) 
i=l 
where 
PQ PQ 
1 1 Xi X j ] 
U (PQi\--W(r )= [(3-4v)6 .. + 2 
ij , J - rpQ ij PQ 16nG(l- v)rpQ lj rpQ 
(4.8) 
with 
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rpQ = ~(x[Qf- + (X~Q)2 + (X;Q)2 . 
where xlP) is the coordinate at point P and xlQ) is that at Q. t5 is the Kronecker 
delta, G is the shear modulus and v is the Poisson ratio. 
Ui/P.Q) is the Kelvin solution of displacement which calculates the Xj component of 
the displacement at an arbitrary point Q, when a unit concentrated force exerts on 
point P in direction Xi. It is deduced from equations (4.5) by coordinate 
transfonnation. 
Similarly. the surface traction q = {q1, Q2, Q3} T at point Q with surface nonnal n is 
given out: 
where 
with 
3 
qj = LRl'ij(P,Q) 
i=l 
i *- j; 
i = j; 
~( PQ)2 (PQ)2 (PQ)2 
r PQ = Xl + X 2 + X 3 
X PQ xPQ x
PQ 
() I 2 3 cos =--n) +--n2 +--n3 
rpQ rpQ rpQ 
for j = 1,2,3 (4.9) 
PQ x- n. } 1)}(4.10) 
rpQ 
Tij(P, Q) is the Kelvin solution of surface force which calculates the Xj component of 
the surface traction at an arbitrary point Q with surface normal n, when a unit 
concentrated force exerts on point P in direction Xi. It is deduced from equations (4.6) 
by coordinates' transfonnation. 
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4.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we addressed the Kelvin problem and its solution. The Kelvin 
solution specifies the deformation of an infinite elastic body subject to a 
concentrated force. The distributions of displacements and forces within the infinite 
body were formulated. Except singularity which appears at the point where the force 
is exerted, all the displacements are continually distributed within the space. 
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CHAPTERS 
MESH-FREE DEFORMATIONS 
Existing physically-based deformation techniques, such as the finite element method 
(FEM) and the mass-spring system (MSS), require the deformed object to be 
properly meshed. This is arguably the most expensive manual intervention process. 
This chapter proposes a mesh-free deformation technique where only unconnected 
points are involved. It demonstrates the idea of the mesh-free deformation 
framework: to capture the changes on a surface using points; and to develop an 
approximate analytical solution using the fundamental solutions. Due to the fact that 
no mesh is involved, deforming a complex shape is as straightforward as deforming 
a simple one. Furthermore, the trade-off between efficiency and accuracy is easy to 
achieve by redistributing the points concerned. Experiments show that this method is 
fast and offers similar accuracy to the FEM. 
5.1 Overview 
The mesh-free method in this chapter is oriented for computer graphics applications. 
To deform an object, the user can place displacements (displacement boundary 
conditions) or tractions (force boundary conditions) on the surface/boundary of the 
new model and the object deforms accordingly. 
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lnstead of meshing the object, the user only distributes a necessary number of points 
in the region of interest. Two sets of points are used. They are called the collocation 
points and the virtual source points. The collocation points are created on the surface 
of the object to capture the geometric shape and the boundary conditions. The virtual 
source points are related to the definition of the fundamental solutions and are 
distributed around the object, where virtual forces are exerted. The deformation is 
approximated in such a manner that both the equilibrium state and the boundary 
conditions are satisfied. 
5.2 Mechanical Model of Deformations 
As discussed in Chapter 3, a problem of deformation is normally defined as a 
boundary value problem: the deformation is subjected to its external 
loads/constraints, boundary conditions, and both the equilibrium equations and the 
constitutive law govern its behaviours. 
In Chapter 3, we introduced the fundamentals of solid mechanics and the equations 
involved. The equilibrium equations (3.24) enforce the balance of all the forces with 
the deforming body. The engineering strain (see equation (3.17) for definition) for 
deformation measurement is introduced to get rid of the unnecessary complicity with 
non-linearity, which describes the small deformations well and provides a reasonable 
approximation for large deformations. The constitutive law of isotropic 
homogeneous elasticity is given by equations (3.30). 
Substituting the definition of strain (3.17) and the constitutive equations (3.30) into 
equations (3.24), provides the equilibrium equations in term of displacements: 
GV 2u
i
+(A+G)ae =-J;, i=1,2,3, XEO (5.1) 
ax. 
I 
where Q is a point set for the whole domain of the object, x = {x}, X2, X3} T denotes 
the Cartesian coordinates of a material point, U = {U}, U2, U3} T stands for the 
displacement vector, f = {Ii, 12, h} T is the body force vector, e is the volume 
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expansion coefficient, and V2 is the Laplacian operator. They take the following 
forms: 
3 a2 
V
2
Uj = L:4· 
}=l ax} 
G is the shear modulus, and A is Lame's constant. They both can be rewritten with 
Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratiov. Young's modulus E is the ratio of stress to 
strain along the loading direction when an object is subjected to uniaxial tension: 
G= E 
2(1 + v) , 
vE 
.,1,=-----
(1 + v)(1- 2v) 
There are two types of boundary conditions, displacement boundary conditions and 
force boundary conditions. The boundary conditions are defined on the boundary 
patches of domain Q and are given as follows: 
i = 1,2,3 (5.2) 
where 1 u represents the point set on the boundary where displacement u is known, 
and lfis the point set on the boundary where surface force p is known. UiO and Pia are 
the known values of the displacements and forces at the boundaries, respectively. 
If the body forces vanish, equations (5.1) is converted into a set of homogeneous 
partial differential equations, 
(5.3) 
5.3 Mesh-free Deformations 
According to the principle of superposition in elastic mechanics, the deformation 
under a sophisticated load case can be equivalently produced with a combination of 
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simple load cases on the same object (Saada 1993). For instance, if the deformations 
of an elastic beam under pull, twist and bend are known, separately, the deformation 
of the beam under a combined load of these three actions is their linear combination. 
Thus using the known solutions under specific boundary conditions, the solutions for 
more general cases can be constructed. The known simple cases of deformations are 
named as the fundamental solutions, which are used to assemble the complex 
deformation. 
However. it is often difficult to obtain solutions for a given model without the help 
of numerical methods, even under the simplest load case. The Kelvin problem, 
where an infinite body is subject to an individual concentrated force, described in 
Chapter 4, is one of a few fellow problems where the analytical solution exists. The 
core of the new technique is to develop an approximate analytical solution using the 
Kelvin solution. 
Let us assume that an object is embedded within an infinite body. When a 
concentrated force acts on the infinite body, this embedded object will deform 
together with it due to the constraint imposed from the infinite body. The location of 
the concentrated force corresponds to some pattern of boundary constraints (forces 
and displacements) over the surface of the object, which can be formulated 
analytically with the solution to a Kelvin problem. The Kelvin solution can define all 
the physical states (displacements, surface tractions, stresses, strains, etc.) of the 
object, which satisfy the governing equilibrium equations and constitutive laws in 
the whole space. 
The concentrated force of the infinite body is called a virtual force that is acting on a 
Virtual Source Point (VSP). With the virtual forces acting on different VSPs, various 
patterns of boundary conditions are constructed. Once the boundary conditions that 
the object is subject to are known, they can be approximated by a combination of 
these boundary condition patterns generated by the virtual forces. As each pattern of 
boundary conditions generates one deformation, which is given out as the Kelvin 
solution, the deformation of the object can be approximated by their combination. 
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Now, the solution is approximated by a combination of a collection of Kelvin 
solutions that serve as fundamental solutions. 
One thing has to be kept in mind is that the Kelvin solution is singular on the VSPs. 
The VSPs, therefore, should not be located inside the model in order to avoid 
singularity appearing in the solution. 
To meet a set of boundary conditions exactly, generally it needs an infinite number 
of virtual forces. In practice, however, a satisfactory approximation can be achieved 
\vith only a relatively small number of virtual forces. To represent the geometric 
shape and the boundary conditions, a set of Collocation Points (CPs) are distributed 
on the surface of the object. Each CP is assigned a boundary constraint, which is 
either a displacement or force. Where no constraint applies, the CPs are given a zero 
force value. 
Let Q be a CP, Pi be a VSP. Let us also denote Ukl(Pi,Q) to be the Xl component of 
the displacement (solution) at point Q caused by an unit virtual force exerting on 
point Pi in direction Xk as given in equations (4.8), and denote TklCPi,Q,n) the Xl 
component of the surface force at point Q, with surface normal n, caused by the 
same unit virtual force as in equations (4.10). Both the displacements and surface 
forces at any collocation point Q within the domain subject to given constraints are 
n 3 
u[(Q) = IIaikUktCI:,Q), 1=1,2,3, Q E Q, ~ ~ Q (5.4) 
i=l k=l 
n 3 
p,(Q,n) = LLaik~,(~,Q,n), 1=1,2,3, Q E Q, ~ ~ Q (5.5) 
i=l k=l 
where ulQ) represents the Xl component of the displacement at point Q and PI(Q, n) 
the Xl component of the surface force at point Q, where the surface normal is n. (J,ik 
are the weight coefficients to be determined, which stand for the strengths of the 
corresponding virtual forces. 
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Suppose there are n VSPs around an object and m CPs on the boundary of the object 
to be defonned. The residual value R is defined as: 
where 111 and PI are the approximations given by equations (5.4) and (5.5), UfO and Pfo 
are the known boundary conditions defined at the CPs. There are combined mu 
displacement CPs and mf force CPs, leading to a total of mu + mf = m CPs. 
f3 = % nonnalises the contribution of forces and displacements in equations (5.6), 
where E is Young's modulus, and (' is a positive constant which is set to one in this 
chapter. When f3 becomes larger, the contribution of the forces appearing in the 
residual value increases. Minimising the residual value R detennines the strength aik 
of virtual forces. The combination of the Kelvin solutions of the determined virtual 
forces provides a good match to the known boundary conditions. The deformation is 
then computed by equations (5.4), while the surface traction is traced by equations 
(5.5). 
5.4 Implementation 
5.4.1 Locating CPs and VSPs 
The CPs are used to catch the geometric shape and allow boundary conditions to be 
represented. The density of CP distribution depends on the level of detail to be 
represented. From our experience, a sparse and regular distribution is sufficient for 
an object of a regular shape (Figure 5.1); a random spread of CPs works well for an 
object of free form nature (Figure 5.5(a)). Many complex models are range-scanned 
where the object is represented by a large number of points. Without establishing a 
mesh, these points (or a selection of them) can be directly used as CPs. 
The VSPs are located outside the model for virtual forces to be added. The greater 
the variation of the boundary conditions, the more VSPs should be used. It is easy to 
locate VSPs for a regular geometric model (Figure 5.1). For a complex model, one 
can randomly sample the surface points of the model and displace these points some 
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distance away fronl the surface (Figure 5.5(b ), (c)). It is also acceptable to distribute 
the VSPs based on a bounding geometry, such as a cube, sphere or cylinder. 
Figure 5.1 CPs and VSPs (the big blue cube represents the deformable domain Q, 
the small red spheres represent the CPs, and the small green cubes are the VSPs 
where the virtual concentrate forces are exerted). 
5.4.2 Deformation Computation 
Equations (5.4) and (5.5) can be rewritten in a matrix form as follows: 
(5.7) 
where {u} stands for the displacements and {P} for the surface forces on the CPs, the 
elements of matrices U and T are the values of corresponding Kelvin solutions at the 
CPs, and {a} are assembled by the weight coefficients aik· 
Minimising the residual value R of equations (5.6) with respect to the weight 
coefficients aik results in the following: 
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8R 
8 = 0, i = 1,2, ... ,n; k = 1,2,3 
a ik 
(S.8) 
which gives the linear equations: 
(S.9) 
Here. j3 is the same as that of (S.6). uO and pO are the known boundary conditions on 
the CPs. 
The solution of equations (S. 9) determines the unknown weight coefficients (J.ik. Thus, 
the deformation of any point which is not necessary to be a CP, within the deformed 
object or on the boundary can be computed by (S.4) and the surface forces on the 
boundary can be computed by (S.S). The standard linear equation solvers are adopted 
to solve the equations. 
5.4.3 Iterative Solver 
There are a number of methods to solve linear equations (S.9). An iterative method is 
uesed due to its efficiency advantages over other standard methods. Let us rewrite 
(S.9) as: 
(S.10) 
where I is the identity matrix, {r} is a temporary variable which stands for the 
residual vector, {b} = {uo,j3'pO}T, and [A]=[ U J. The solution of equations (S.10) p·T 
is the same as that of (S.9). This is because (S.10) lead to {r}+[A]{a}={b} 
and[A]T[r] = 0, which implies[Af[A] {a} = [Af {b}, identical to (S.9). 
The conjugate gradient procedure (Golub 1983) is adopted to solve (S.10). The 
complexity is O(mxn) for each iteration. It usually converges with a small number of 
iterations. Compared with the Gaussian elimination method, it is computationally 
more efficient, especially for a large-scale problem. 
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5.5 Results and Discussion 
In this section, results of the new method are compared with both the analytical 
results and the results of FEM in terms of accuracy and performance. The material 
parameters for all examples are given as follows: shear modulus, 120MPa and 
Poisson's ratio, 0.45. 
5.5.1 Computational Accuracy 
To investigate the computational accuracy, the results from the mesh-free methods 
are compared with the analytic results in Figure 5.2 when a beam is under pull, bend 
or twist as in Figure 5.3. The size of the beam is 2cmX2cmX 10cm. And VSPs are 
located on the surface of a slightly bigger block with the size of 4cm X 4cm X 14cm. 
The geometric centers of both the beam and the virtual source point block coincide. 
Both CPs and VSPs are distributed similarly to the pattern in Figure 5.1. 450 CPs 
are used for these examples. 
50.000/0 - c----------· I • pulling 
I-< 40.000/0 0 )( bending 
I-< 
I I-< 
~ 30.000/0 ~ 
..... 
iii twisting 
ro 
u 
.-< 20.000/0 I-< (]) 
E 
::s 10.000/0 -: z 
0.000/0 ~. 
0 100 200 300 
Number of Virtual Source Points 
Figure 5.2 Computational accuracy affected by the number ofVSPs. 
From the diagram (Figure 5.2) it is seen that the accuracy is directly related to the 
number of VSPs. The greater the number of VSPs, the better accuracy it achieves. 
Nevertheless, even with a sparse distribution, such as 100 VSPs, a reasonable 
approximation can be achieved. Increasing the number of VSPs to 200, the error 
becomes negligible. It is worth pointing out that the number of CPs has a similar 
effect to resolution, i.e. the higher the number of CPs, the more detail can be 
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represented. There is no need to distribute more CPs than the required modelling 
resolution. 
450 CPs and 226 VSPs are used to compute the results in Figure 5.3. It shows how 
the beam deforms. 
(a) Beam under pull. (b) Beam under bend. (c) Beam under twist. 
Figure 5.3 Beam deformations: the left represents the original beam and the right 
represents the deformed in the images. 
5.5.2 Comparison with FEM 
In Figure 5A, a heavy rigid ball rests on the top of a soft block that has a cylindrical 
hole in the middle. Figures 5A(a) and 5A(b) are produced with the mesh-free method 
(both represent the same configuration). In Figure 5A(b) the ball is removed to make 
it easy to do the comparison. Figures 5A(c) and 5A(d) are produced with the 
commercial FEM software, ANSYS, where Figure 5 A( c) is computed with the linear 
small strain analysis module and Figure 5A(d) with the nonlinear large deformation 
analysis module. 1200 CPs are distributed on the surface of the object, and 432 VSPs 
are used in mesh-free model. For the FEM computations, 6000 elements are used. 
The computations were undertaken on a Dell Pentium III 500 MHz PC and the 
computation time is given out in Table 5.1. 
It is interesting to see that not only is the mesh-free method fast, but the result 
matches well with the nonlinear analysis of the FEM. The reason is that the mesh-
free method rephrases the displacement as a combination of solutions that have 
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global influence, whereas the FEM decomposes the displacement into solutions of 
the small elements which tends to localize the influence. 
(a) Mesh-free method 
(c) FEM: linear small strain module 
(b) Mesh-free method 
(d) FEM: non-linear large deformation 
module 
Figure 5.4 A soft block with a heavy rigid ball resting on. 
Table 5.1 Computation time for the example in Figure 5.4 
Mesh-free method FEM: linear small strain FEM: non-linear large 
(Figure 5.4(a,b» (Figure 5.4(c» deformation (Figure 5.4(d» 
21s 63s 629s 
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5.5.3 Bunny Model 
In this section, the Stanford bUilllY model (Stanford 2004) is deformed to 
demonstrate how the new method can be applied to the deformation of complex 
objects. 
940 CPs are distributed on the surface of the bunny (Figure 5.5(a)), which are the 
randomly selected vertices. Two settings of VSPs are used. The coarser setting 
consists of 94 VSPs (Figure 5.5(b)) and the denser setting of 432 VSPs (Figure 
5.5(c)). Here all the VSPs are created by moving the randomly selected vertices on 
Bunny away from the surface a small distance (along the surface normal). The 
computation time is given out in Table 6.1. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5.5 Distribution of CPs and VSPs on the bunny model 
+50 
-50 
Figure 5.6 Force feedback (one unit of surface force stands for 1Mpa) 
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(a) Original bunny model; 
(b) Deformed with 94 VSPs; 
(c) Deformed with 432 VSPs. 
Figure 5.7 Bunny with a ball on its back 
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(a) Bunny's head is dragged up (b )Bunny' s head is dragged to the left 
Figure 5.8 Move the Bunny head around 
Since the method computes not only deformations from equations (5.4), but also 
surface forces from equations (5.5), it is useful also for force feedback applications. 
In Figure 5.6, the bunny model (432 VSPs) is fixed at the bottom and is pushed from 
the behind by a glass brick. This Figure shows the colour-coded force distribution 
both on the back surface (left) and the bottom surface (right). Here the forces drawn 
out are along the X2 axis which is downward and perpendicular to the ground. The 
positive value means the direction of the force is downward and the negative value 
means the direction of the force is upward. 
Another deformation case is given in Figure 5.7 where a ball rests on the bunny's 
back. Figures 5.7(b) and 5.7(c) take the same boundary conditions and collocation 
points, but with a different number of VSPs. In Figure 5.7(b), 94 VSPs are chosen, 
and the model looks a little stiffer than that in Figure 5.7(c) where 432 VSPs are 
used. A bump is noticeable on the bunny near the glass ball in Figure 5.7(c), whereas 
the deformation in Figure 5.7(b) is smoother, revealing less subtle detail. This is 
because more VSPs produce more accurate approximation to the real deformation. 
Figure 5.8(a) and (b) also show the images when the bunny's head is dragged around. 
Due to the volume preservation during deformation, the neck and the body deform 
naturally when head is pulled. 
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5.5.4 Hippopotamus Model 
In Figure 5.9, a hippopotamus model (Wiedermann 2002) is being squeezed from 
both sides. It is noted that the hippopotamus deforms naturally and its volume 
remains nearly unchanged during the process. As the model is assumed to be elastic 
and to behave like a rubber toy, the shape of the head also deforms due to the 
squeezing force on the body. 
(a) Original model 
(b) Deformation model 
Figure 5.9 Hippopotamus model being squeezed. 
5.6 Advantages of Being Mesh-free 
In this chapter, we have presented a deformation method whose distinctive feature is 
the elimination of the meshing process. Both the deformations and surface forces can 
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be computed accurately and efficiently. It demonstrated the basic use of the mesh-
free framework. 
In addition to eliminating the laborious meshing process, being mesh-free, this 
method has many advantages: 
• Deforming a geometrically complex object is just as easy as for simple 
objects, since the CPs and VSPs are easily distributed. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
It can even be used for point clouds where the internal geometrical relations 
are unknown. This property is especially valuable in situations where 
topological and geometrical information is missing, such as for point based 
graphics applications. 
The resolution and accuracy can be controlled by having a different number 
of CPs and VSPs. Thus the trade-off between speed and accuracy is 
controllable. 
The mesh-free method is fast, because the discretization is done only on the 
surface of the object and all the coefficients are determined directly without 
requiring integration. 
It has been observed that the result of the new method is more visually 
plausible than that of the FEM linear module, as it does not suffer from the 
drawback of deformation localisation caused by the meshing process. Figure 
5.4 shows that the mesh-free method is able to generate similar effects to 
those which are only achievable with the FEM large deformation module, but 
with a fraction of the computing cost. 
Although in the given examples only surface deformations were considered, this 
method is equally applicable to volumetric models. The CPs can be distributed both 
on the surface and inside an object, where deformations can be picked up. This 
property may not seem crucial to animation, but it will be useful in other graphical 
simulation applications, such as medical visualisation. 
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5.7 Conclusions 
A mesh-free framework for deformation modelling was demonstrated in this chapter, 
which aimed at computer graphics applications. Discretized points were used to 
capture both the geometric and mechanical information in the solving process. A 
deformation technique has been developed within this framework. 
The mesh-free deformation method presents a complicated deformation as a sum of 
fundamental solutions. The Kelvin solution, the case of a single load exerting on an 
infinite body, is chosen as the fundamental solution. Two sets of points are used in 
this method. The CPs are used to capture the geometric shape of object and the 
applied boundary conditions. The VSPs define the distribution of virtual forces, one 
of which corresponds to a concentrated force. 
This method is flexible and robust. It is suitable for both the complicated object and 
the simple object because the sampling points can be automatically created from the 
vertices. The solving process is an optimization process which can handle defects in 
the geometric model. For instance, the Bunny's model has holes on its bottom and 
neck (Figure 5.6) due to the loss of data in laser scan, and such defects did not cause 
any problem in our modelling and solving. 
Our method does not only relieve the manual effort in modelling, but also provides a 
user-friendly interface that allows easy control of the trade-off between efficiency 
and accuracy by re-sampling the VSPs and CPs. The computational efficiency of the 
presented technique is comparable with other physically-based deformation methods. 
However, more and more applications require real-time performances. In the next 
chapter, acceleration algorithms will be investigated. 
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CHAPTER 6 
FAST MESH-FREE DEFORMATIONS 
The mesh-free deformation framework and technique developed in Chapter 5 
provided an effective method in animating deformable objects and characters. It is 
flexible, accurate and easy to implement. Similar to other physically-based 
deformation techniques, however, the computational cost remains a pressing issue, 
especially for large scale problems. In this chapter we investigate the underlying 
structure of the numerical approach in order to speed up the computation. Two 
different schemes are proposed to optimise the computation: one is based on sparse 
matrix computation which allows the trade-off between efficiency and accuracy; the 
other is based on pre-computation where it is optimised so that the most work load is 
accomplished in advance to improve the run-time efficiency. 
6.1 Sparse Matrix Scheme 
In the sparse matrix scheme, three algorithms are experimented with and their 
efficiency and convergence are analysed. The results show that a proper algorithm is 
able to significantly reduce the computation time and memory usage which is paid 
off by slight degeneration in accuracy. The new technique is capable of achieving 
interactive frame rates for most applied models. 
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6.1.1 Shrinking Algorithms 
The main cOlnputational cost of the mesh-free method comes from solving equations 
~ 5.10). When using the conjugate gradient method, the overall complexity of 
computation relies on the scale of the coefficient matrix. If the coefficient matrix [A] 
in equations (5.10) has n rows and m columns, it would take O(mxn) to iterate once 
in the conjugate gradient method. 
It is observed that the influence of the Kelvin solution decreases dramatically with 
the increase of the distance between a virtual source point (VSP) and a collocation 
point (CP). This is revealed in Figure 4.2 that the surface deforms little when it is far 
away from the concentrated force. In displacement solutions (5.4), the actual value 
of the Kelvin solution Ukl drops in the scale of lir, where r is the distance between 
the related CP and VSP. In surface force solutions (5.5), the value of Kelvin solution 
TkJ drops in the scale of (1/r)2. 
This decrease implies that for each CP, there are a small number of sub-items in 
equations (5.4) and (5.5) dominating the final results. Only the VSPs close to the CP 
play an important role in computation. Thus it is intuitive to discard the much less 
important items: those values vanish when assembling coefficient matrix [A], which 
leads to a sparse matrix for computation. This process is called shrinking. 
The following outlines the shrinking algorithm: 
1. Assembling coefficient matrix [A], which is shrunk into a sparse one by 
vanishing items with minor influence; 
2. Solving the equations (5.10) with sparse [A] from step 1 and caching all the 
virtual forces; 
3. Computing the displacements on all CPs by equations (5.4) with the solved 
virtual forces from step 2. 
After shrinking, the memory usage is saved in computation as there is no need to 
store the zero elements and the computation time is saved as there is no need to 
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calculate the multiplications with zero elements. It is important in step 3 to calculate 
the final result with all virtual forces. Using only dominant items could result in 
inconsistency and could violate the equilibrium state. 
To shrink the coefficient matrix, three algorithms, MSH_ V3, MSH_C, and MSH_P, 
are presented and examined. If a matrix is shrunk to x%, it means that the non-zero 
elements take xO/o of the matrix. 
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Figure 6.1 The coefficient matrix when it is shrunk to 100/0. 
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MSH V3 
MSH V3 works point by point. It highlights the VSPs which are viewed as 
dominant ones related to a given CP. Only those VSPs are used to compute the 
coefficient elements of the CP in the coefficient matrix, and the other elements are 
set to zero. 
MSH C 
Instead of working out point by point, MSH _ C shrinks the coefficient matrix row by 
row. The elements with small absolute value in each row of coefficient matrix are set 
to zero and each row is made to have a fixed number of non-zero elements. 
MSH P 
MSH _ P treats the matrix as a whole, which sets element in the coefficient matrix as 
zero if its absolute value is less than a given threshold. 
Figure 6.1, from left to right, displays the results of the matrix shrinking to 10% by 
MSH _ V3, MSH _ C and MSH _P, where the grey areas present the non-zero elements 
in the matrix. The example is a beam under pulling whose definition is given in the 
next section. It is very obvious that different shrinking algorithms lead to very 
different non-zero element distributions shown as the patterns in Figure 6.1. 
6.1.2 Convergence and Efficiency Analysis 
The convergence is first examined by studying a beam under pulling, bending and 
twisting respectively. The beam in Figure 5.3 is selected. 588 CPs are uniformly 
distributed on the surface of the beam and 344 VSPs are used. 
Two kinds of error metrics are introduced here to evaluate the results. One is the 
maximum error, which considers the maximum difference among all the sample 
points comparing with the method without speed-up. 
errmax = max(lu(Qi) - u 0 (Qi )1) / scale (6.1) 
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where u is the displacement at point Qi computed by shrunk matrix, UO is the 
displacement computed by the method without any speed-up and the scale is the size 
of the object, which is defined as the length of the beam in this example. 
The other metric is the average error, which considers the average difference of all 
the sample points comparing with the method without speed-up. 
IIU(Qi)-UO(Qi)1 
err = __ i=....;..I _____ _ 
ave 
n· scale (6.2) 
where n is the number of the sample points. 
Figure 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 display the maximum error and the average error by using 
MSH_ V3, MSH_C and MSH_P to compute the beam subject to pulling, bending and 
twisting load, where the y-axis denotes the error and x-axis denotes the percentage of 
non-zero elements in the coefficient matrix. 
It shows that all the three methods converge to the correct result with the increase of 
nonzero elements in the coefficient matrix. The overall performances of the three 
algorithms, however, are different: MSH _ P provides much better results than the 
other two. It is noticed that MSH_P provides a very good approximation even when 
the matrix is shrunk to 1 %. 
Figure 6.5 shows the resulting shapes of a beam under twisting, which lists all the 
results of three different shrinking algorithms with different shrinking percentages. 
MSH _P provides the best visual result. 
In Figure 6.6, the efficiency of the shrinking scheme is investigated, where the x-axis 
stands for the percentage of the non-zero elements in the coefficient matrix and y-
axis is the computational time divided by that without any speed-up. It is clear that 
the three algorithms cost nearly the same amount of time with the same shrinking 
percentage. The time saving is proportional to the percentage of the zero elements in 
the matrix. 
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Figure 6.2 Errors for beam under pulling 
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(a) MSH_ V3 (b) MSH_C (c) MSH_P 
Figure 6.5. Results of a beam under twisting (from top to bottom: non-zero 
elements in coefficient matrix: 1 %, 10%, 50% and 100%) 
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Figure 6.6 Computational time (The computational time of the original method 
without acceleration is set to 100%). 
In Figure 6.7, three shrinking algorithms are applied to a more complex model, the 
rabbit (Cyberware 2005), which has 13471 vertices. 579 VSPs are used. The rabbit's 
back and bottom are fixed. It is dragged as illustrated by the arrows in Figure 6.7(e). 
Figure 6.7(a), (b) and (c) show the results of applying the different algorithms, 
respectively. The matrix is shrunk to 10%. Figure 6.8 plots the errors for the rabbit. 
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It is not surprising to see that MSH _ P provides the smallest error here and the best 
visual result in Figure 6.7. 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Figure 6.7 Results of deformed rabbit: (a) MSH_ V3, (b) MSH_ C, 
(c) MSH_P, (d) mesh-free method without speed-up, (e) loads illustration. 
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Figure 6.8 Errors of the rabbit model 
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6.2 Pre-computation Scheme 
The sparse coefficient matrix was introduced in Section 6.1 to achieve better 
perfonnance, which compromised simulation accuracy. The pre-computation scheme 
is able to overcome this shortcoming by means of separating and pre-computing 
those quantities which do not change when frame updates. By identifying and 
caching those quantities that only need to be calculated once, we demonstrate how 
fast perfonnance is achieved at runtime. This technique is applicable for applications 
requiring fast response or to bulk render a sequence of frames when a large number 
of frames of the same object are in queue. There is no sacrifice in accuracy with pre-
computation and it would be more suitable than the sparse matrix scheme for 
applications where the physical correctness is essential, e.g. virtual surgery 
simulation. 
6.2.1 Pre-computation Scheme 
It is observed that matrices [U] and [1] in equations (5.9) of Section 5.5.2 only need 
to be computed once, since the fundamental solutions only depend on the geometric 
infonnation of the Virtual Source Points (VSPs) and the Collocation Points (CPs) 
which does not change once initialized. 
By multiplying the inverse of the coefficient matrix on the both sides of equations 
(5.9), the following solution is obtatined, 
(6.3) 
The defonnations and surface forces are computed by equations (5.4) and (5.5). 
They are rewritten in the following matrix fonn 
{u} = [V] {a} (6.4) 
{p} = [B] {a} (6.5) 
where {u} is a vector of the unknown displacements and {P} the unknown surface 
forces. 
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After substituting equations (6.3) into (6.4) and (6.5), they become 
{u} = [S]{ U O } 
p.po (6.6) 
{P}=[K]{ U
O 
} 
p.po 
(6.7) 
where 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
The coefficient matrices [S] and [K] whose elements are all constant can be pre-
computed. {1I} and {P} are updated with a small expense on computations with the 
pre-computed [S] and [K]. In run time, the computation cost is just a single matrix 
multiplication. 
If the object is subject to a set of time-dependent boundary conditions, i.e. the 
boundary displacements and/or forces change over time, the object will deform 
continuously. Because the deforming objects are elastic, it is economic to utilize the 
incremental formulations of both the displacements and the surface forces, i.e. u(k+1) 
= U (k) + ~u(k) and p(k +1) = P (k) + ~p(k), where u (k) and p (k) are the values at the 
previous time step, u(k + 1) and p(k + 1) at current time step. Then the increments of both 
displacements and surface forces can be given by: 
(6.10) 
(6.11 ) 
where ~u 0 and ~n 0 are the increments of the boundary condition quantities. (k) ~(k) 
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In most cases, only a small number of entries of the boundary conditions may change 
in one step. Therefore, only those nonzero entries are taken into account when 
updating by equations (6.10) and (6.11). This allows a further time saving on top of 
the already efficient fOffi1ulation of (6.8) and (6.9). 
Compared with the iterative method presented in Chapter 5, which directly solves 
the problem, this method is able to produce a fast response at the price of pre-
computation. It is more suitable to interactive or real-time applications. However, if 
only a single or a small number of frames need to be updated, the iterative method is 
usually a better choice, as the pre-computation step is expensive. There exists an 
important feature that makes the pre-computation advantageous: the pre-computation 
provides exactly the same result as the one without any speed-up which makes sense 
in many applications with a high accuracy requirement. 
6.2.2 Test of Pre-computation Scheme 
Figure 6.9 Screenshots generated by the method of pre-computation 
A test on the pre-computation scheme is also undertaken on the Stanford bunny 
model (Stanford 2004). Figure 6.9 shows a number of frames produced by this 
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method. The bunny is fixed at the base but its head can be dragged around. The 
computation perfonnance is compared in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 Computation cost for the bunny model (Dell Pentium III 500 MHz PC) 
No. of CPs No.o(VSPs 'L5:0~p~~_at~~ process ~;~: Time per frame 
..- .-
940 432 Without Pre-computation 6.78 s 
940 432 With Pre-computation 0.03 s 
940 94 Without Pre-computation 1.07 s 
940 94 With Pre-computation 0.03 s 
From the above results, it shows the pre-computation is very appealing and the 
speed-up is very impressive. But it must be kept in mind that the pre-computation 
step is very expensive as it involves the inverse operation of coefficient matrix. It 
cost about 20 minutes for the bunny with 432 VSPs and 940 CPs and about 2 
minutes for the bunny with 94 VSPs and 940 CPs. 
6.3 Conclusions 
In this chapter, based on the original mesh-free defonnation method in Chapter 5, 
two different numerical techniques have been proposed to optimise the computation. 
One is based on sparse matrix computation and the other is based on pre-
computation. 
In the sparse matrix scheme, the trade-off between efficiency and accuracy is 
controlled by the shrinking ratio of the matrix. The more elements in the matrix that 
are shrunk, the faster the computations are but greater errors are introduced into the 
results. The computational time is nearly proportional to the percentage of non-zero 
elements in coefficient matrix. The saving of memory usage is similar. In our 
experiment, a high shrinking ratio can be adopted with acceptable loss in accuracy. 
In the example of the defonned beam, shrinking to 1 % led to about 94% saving in 
computational time and about 99% saving in memory usage, while the induced 
average error was only about 5% with MSH_P. Three matrix shrinking algorithms 
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were presented: MSH _ V3, MSH_ C and MSH P. The experiments showed that 
MSH _Pis robust and provides better results than the other two algorithms. This is 
because it considers the coefficient matrix as a whole when performing the shrinking 
operation. Shrinking the coefficient matrix to 10% provides a good balance between 
accuracy and efficiency. In fact, the experiments suggest the coefficient matrix can 
be shrunk up to 1 % without losing significant accuracy. 
By identifying and pre-computing those quantities that only need to be calculated 
once, the pre-computation scheme has been developed. The pre-computation 
optimises the solving process and it leads to no loss in accuracy, which is 
advantageous in those applications where the accuracy is as vital as the computing 
speed, e.g. virtual surgery simulation. The pre-computation is time-consuming but it 
is a one-off operation. Once it is done the frames can be updated instantaneously. 
With the extra cost in pre-computation stage, the relatively high speed is achieved in 
run time. 
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CHAPTER 7 
REUSABLE DEFORMATIONS 
In previous chapters, we have discussed a novel physically-based technique under 
the mesh-free defonnation framework, which works on discretized points with no 
need of underlying meshes. In this chapter, we extend the basic mesh-free 
defonnations to allow versatile defonnation effects to be created using simple "copy 
and paste" operations. In addition to visual realism, the main advantage of the 
technique over other existing physically-based methods is the reuse of defonnation 
data, which is combined with the computational efficiency and the friendliness to 
animators. 
The technique consists of two parts: extracting and combining known deformations; 
and applying them to different objects to achieve flexible new defonnation effects. 
Various known defonnations are represented as deformation fields. This is consistent 
with the mesh-free defonnation framework. A deformation field is stored separately 
as a sum of fundamental solutions. These deformation fields are then regarded as 
defonnation primitives and can be recorded in a deformation database. From this 
database one can choose necessary deformation primitives and combine them to 
produce a required deformation pattern, which is then applied to the target object. 
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The technique is envisaged to be useful in two kinds of applications. 
(a) Deforming a complex object using a combination of simpler deformations. 
The animator can choose from the database a number of simple deformation 
fields and then combine and "paste" them onto the target object to achieve a 
complex deformation. 
(b) Deforming a complex object by creating a simpler alternative. Deforming a 
complex object with a high polygon count can take a tremendous amount of 
computing power. With this technique, one can first reduce the level of detail 
of the object. The simplified object can be deformed using any appropriate 
techniques. Deforming a simpler object is much cheaper than deforming the 
original object. The user then extracts (copies) the deformation field from the 
simplified object and pastes it to the original object. This operation ensures 
both the original and simplified objects share essential shape and topological 
properties. Examples are given in this chapter to demonstrate that the 
technique can significantly speed up the calculation without losing noticeable 
visual quality. 
7.1 Overview 
The idea of "copy and paste" is straightforward as illustrated in Figure 7.1. If there 
are two geometric models: source A and target B, the user can determine the 
deformation of geometric model B through the known deformation data of model A. 
The "copy" operation is defined as extracting the deformation information from A 
and the "paste" operation is defined as transferring such deformation from A to B. 
The main difficulty is how to maintain the physical plausibility of deformation on B 
after the "copy" and "paste" operations. 
The deformation field is retrieved through the influence of a set of virtual forces that 
is, to express deformation as a sum of Kelvin solutions following Chapter 5. This 
enables a compact storage and allows the deformation field to be represented 
separately from the geometry of the deformed object. The basis of transferring the 
deformations between two objects has been laid in this way. 
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Figure 7.1 "Copy" and "paste" deformations from Model A to Model B 
7.2 Deformation Field 
As indicated by Figure 7.2, the deformed shape of an object can be regarded as the 
superimposition of the deformation upon its original geometric model. A 
displacement can be regarded as the simplest form of deformation. For example, 
given u as the displacement vector at an arbitrary point Qo on the original geometric 
model, the new position of that point Q on the deformed shape is given by 
(7.1) 
Subject to constraints and forces, the deformation may be very complicated. 
Equation (7.1) records the deformation as a displacement u on any given point Qo. 
However, displacement u is meaningless without its reference point Qo. Directly 
transferring displacement from one mesh to another is normally physically 
meaningless. 
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Figure 7.2 Deformation of a surface: new position Q after being defonned is a 
superposition of a given displacement u on the original position Qo 
A key step for the "copy and paste" operation is to separate the defonnation from the 
geometry. Instead of using displacements, the defonnation is redefined as a 
continuous disturbance function in a 3D space. Such disturbance is designed to be a 
combination of many basic standard modes which can be handled easily. Thus the 
first step to formulating such a disturbance function is to identify appropriate basic 
standard modes. 
The Kelvin solution of Chapter 4 gives an analytical description of the disturbance of 
an infinite elastic body under a unit concentrated force. Although an infinite elastic 
body does not exist in the real world, the Kelvin solution is a good candidate and can 
serve the purpose well. Thus it is used to represent the basic disturbance modes. 
Using the Kelvin solution, given a point and a concentrated force on it, a basic 
disturbance in 3D space is defined. If an object is wrapped within a sphere or an 
ellipsoid whose surfaces are represented by discrete vertices as shown in Figure 7.3, 
these vertices can be regarded as the points where the concentrated forces act on. By 
carefully adjusting these forces, a specified defonnation effect can be approximated 
to satisfy the equilibrium partial differential equations. At each point, three 
concentrated forces are applied in the direction of Xi (i = 1, 2, 3), respectively, which 
induces three basic disturbance modes. Here, following the definition in Chapter 5, 
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the points are called the virtual source points (VSPs) and the concentrated forces are 
called the virtual forces. The fonnulation of the displacement is identical to that of 
mesh-free defolmations. If there are n VSPs, the resultant displacement u/ at point Q 
in direction! can be written as 
11 3 
1I,CQ) = LLaikUk,C~,Q), 1=1,2,3, Q E Q, ~ f1- Q (7.2) 
i=! k=l 
where Q is the domain of the defonning object, and Qik is the amount of the virtual 
force along Xk on VSP Pi. The Kelvin solution of displacement Uij(P, Q) is given out 
in equations (4.8). 
Figure 7.3 Object is wrapped by a sphere ofVSPs. 
With this treatment, the defonnation of the object is cached by the virtual forces Qik 
on VSPs and can be retrieved physically by the superimposition of the Kelvin 
Solutions as given in equations (7.2). Thus a deformation field is defined 
independently from the reference geometry. Not only the displacement but also the 
other physical properties are able to be calculated in analogous formulation with the 
help of the related type of Kelvin solutions. For instance, surface forces can be 
computed by equations (5.5) with known VSPs and virtual forces. 
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The material properties of an object are described by shear modulus G and Poisson's 
ratio 1'. Stiff materials have a large shear modulus and they are resistant to 
deformation. Poisson's ratio can vary from -1 to 0.5, but the negative values do not 
usually appear in reality. Poisson's ratio v = 0.5 represents complete 
incompress i bi I ity . 
7.3 Copy and Paste 
Given two different objects Q} (source) and Q 2 (target), and the deformation of Q}, 
this section describes how to deform Q 2 using the deformation field of Q1. 
With known deformation of Q}, the virtual forces acting on the VSPs are determined 
and recorded - "copy". Then, the forces on the VSPs are applied to object Q 2 -
"paste". As a result, Q 2 is deformed accordingly. Both operations are explained in 
detail as follows. 
Let's suppose the deformation of object Q} is already obtained, which can be done 
through any existing techniques. To determine the virtual forces in the copying 
operation, these steps are executed: 
1. wrapping object Q} with n VSPs; 
2. formulating virtual forces aik(1) in relation to the known deformation, as 
below 
n 3 LLaik(l)Ukl(~,Q(l))=utCQ(l)), 1=1,2,3, Q(l)EQp ~<1.Q! (7.3) 
i=! k=! 
where superscript (1) denotes that the variable is related to object Q}. 
3. solving equations from (7.3) for the unknown virtual forces aik(1) with the 
least square method. 
In the experiment, uniformly distributed points on a sphere, which contains the 
deformable object, are selected as VSPs as shown in Figure 7.3. This works well, 
although different distribution of VSPs is acceptable. With only 200 VSPs, the 
deformations can be approximated to certain accuracy as our examples show 
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Having obtained the virtual forces from object Q\, Q 2 is wrapped with the same set 
of VSPs. The deformation of Q 2 is determined directly when it occupies the space of 
Q 1 by 
11 3 
U/Q(2)) = IIaik (l)Uk/P;,Q(2)), (7.4) 
;=1 k=1 
These equations suggest that object Q 2 has similar deformation effect to object Q\ if 
they have similar shapes before deformation. 
When a deformation is pasted to a target object that has a different location, 
orientation and size to the source object, additional preparation is necessary in order 
to ensure accuracy. Examining the Kelvin solution (4.8), the deformation of a 
surface point Q on an object actually depends on the relative position between the 
surface point Q and the virtual source points P rather than the absolute position of Q. 
Therefore, the distribution of the VSPs is able to be adjusted by rotating and scaling 
to suit the target object. 
An interesting property of the virtual forces is that they are invariant from translation, 
but are susceptible to rotation of the VSPs. When the target object is the source 
object rotated by some degrees, to achieve similar deformation effect, the 
displacement on a point of the source object will rotate the same degrees before 
. new R Q old h 
applying to the target. That IS when Q =. ,we ave 
Qnew + u new = R. (Qold + uOld ) = Qnew + R. uOld , 
where R is the rotation matrix, Q is a given point on the object and u is the 
displacement. With equation (5.4), we have 
3 
new _ R old ~ ~ newU (pnew Qnew) = ~ ~ ~ R a. oldU (pold, QOld) , U - . u => ~ ~ aik kl i' ~ ~ ~ 1m lk km I 
i k m=l i k 
where RIm is the element of the rotation matrix R and Pi is the lh VSP. From equation 
(4.8), we also have 
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if the VSPs follow the same rotation. The relation of the virtual forces before and 
after rotation can be deduced by substituting the latter equation into the previous one. 
This gives grounds for reformulation of the problem. Let d be the translation and R 
the rotation matrix with Rkm as its elements. It comes out that, 
3 
pnel\' = R. pold did t new - ~R old 
I I + ,ea s 0 a lk - L...J Ian a 1m (7.5) 
m=1 
Scaling the VSPs with factor ( also leads to a change of virtual forces. When the 
target object is the source object scaled by a factor (, to achieve similar deformation 
effect, the displacement will be scaled with the same factor before applying to the 
target. That is 
Qnew + unew = ( . (Qold + UOld) = Qnew + ( . Uold • 
From equations (4.8), the displacement on a given point is proportional to the 
reciprocal of its distance to the VSP. In order to compensate the change, the virtual 
forces are scaled by (2. The following treatment is undertaken before equations (7.4) 
are applied 
P new _ / . pold I d t new _ /2 old i - ~ i ,ea s 0 a lk - ~ a lk (7.6) 
Therefore the general operation for the paste operation should substitute the updated 
VSPs and virtual forces from equations (7.5) and (7.6) into equation (7.4). 
The reader may wish to look at the problem in a reversed order. Let us keep the 
VSPs and virtual sources unchanged, but to translate, rotate and scale object Q 2 to 
suit the VSPs. That is 
Q(2)new = ( . R . Q(2)old + d 
with d as the translation and R as the rotation matrix 
(7.7) 
The new updated position from equations (7.7) is substituted into (7.4), and a 
displacement u(Q(2)nej is related to the new position Q(2)new. The final displacement 
U(Q(2)old) for the paste operation is derived as 
U(Q(2)Old) = (-I . R -I . u(Q(2)neW) (7.8) 
This gives the same result as equations (7.5) and (7.6). 
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7.4 Composition of Deformations 
Dealing with a complex deformation is not straightforward. To simplify this problem, 
deformation is decomposed into several basic deformation fields and then they are 
combined together to arrive at a required effect. 
Two methods are proposed to superimpose basic deformations. With the first method, 
a deformation is decomposed into several different deformation types (phases) which 
are then combined and pasted onto the geometric model at the same time. This is 
called the aggregate composition. With the second method, a complex deformation is 
also divided into a series of different phases. But these phases are pasted one by one 
in a specific order. This is called the sequential composition. Different order may 
result in different effects. 
7.4.1 Aggregate Composition 
In this way, all the loads are applied at the same time. All phases are combined to 
create an aggregate deformation 
(7.9) 
where Ooik is the virtual force for the final deformation, Pi is the weight factor and Oo}i) 
is the virtual force for the ith phase. 
Equations (7.9) suggest that the animator can adjust the value of the weight factor Pi 
for the ith phase to control its influence. A larger Pi leads to a bigger influence of 
phase i. Fine-tuning the weight factors controls the contribution of the input shapes 
to the final shape. 
7.4.2 Sequential Composition 
The sequential composition adds the phases in sequence. This can be used to 
simulate local deformation intuitively. Given a geometric shape So, a deformation is 
pasted to it to obtain a new shape S1. After that another deformation is pasted onto 
. d t S The overall effect is the 
the already deformed shape S1 In or er to crea e 2· 
combination of both deformations. These steps can be repeated until all available 
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deformation phases are added and pasted. This process is mathematically expressed 
as 
( I) n 3 
1I (Q) - fJ '" '" (I) I - 1 L..J L..J a ik Ukl (~, Q), 
i=1 k=1 
Q = Q + U(l)· 1 0 , 
( ') n 3 1I - (Q ) - n ~ ~ (2) 
I 1 - 1-'2 L..J L..J a ik Ukl (~, QI)' 
i=1 k=1 
Q = Q + U(2) • 2 1 , 
Q =Q +U(n). n n-I , (7.10) 
where Qi are the points on Si, Pi is the weight factor and aik(i) is the virtual force for 
the ith phase. The operation order is important to the final defonnation. 
Since sequential composition equivalently defonns an object step by step, it is 
effective in achieving local defonnations, such as the poking action shown in Figure 
7.8. It is slower than the aggregate composition but reveals different visual effects of 
different loading sequences. 
7.4.3 Deformation Database 
Both aggregate and sequential composition methods make use of simple and basic 
deformation fields, which can be computed easily. Furthennore, they can be stored 
in an extendable deformation database when every time a new deformation field is 
created. Objects of simple shapes, such as spheres, ellipsoids, tori and cubes are 
selected as source geometric primitives, since their deformations are easy to compute. 
Once an object and its deformed shape are created, the deformation is recorded as 
virtual forces at VSPs. Usually the VSPs are distributed uniformly on a sphere which 
is big enough for the object concerned. The same set of VSPs is used and only the 
virtual forces are needed to be stored. In the experiment, 234 virtual force vectors are 
sufficient for each case of deformation. This is much more compact compared with 
storing displacements for thousands of mesh vertices in most applications. 
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Besides using predefined uniformly distributed VSPs, the user can also define his 
own VSPs set and store them together with the virtual forces. 
7.5 Results and Analysis 
This section presents some examples to demonstrate the applications of the 
technique. All images in this section are rendered by AliaslMaya. 
An ellipsoid is used as the source mesh Q); and a more complex shape, the head of 
the Venus statue (Cyberware 2005) is used as the target mesh Q2 (Figure 7.4). The 
VSPs are distributed on a sphere, inside which both the Venus head and ellipsoid are 
placed as demonstrated in Figure 7.3. The same set of VSPs is used in all the 
examples. Since the ellipsoid is a simple geometric object, it is very easy to compute 
its deformation. This deformation is copied and pasted onto the complex geometries, 
in this case, the head of the Venus statue. 
Figure 7.4 Geometric models: Venus head as Q 2 and ellipsoid as Q). 
The material properties of the ellipsoid are set to: shear modulus G=80 and 
Poisson's ratio v=0.5. Twisting forces are applied on the top and bottom of the 
ellipsoid, respectively. The deformed shape of ellipsoid is computed with the mesh-
free method of Chapter 5, as shown in Figure 7.5. 
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To study how the presented technique compares with other deformation approaches, 
the Venus head is deformed with the two different methods. First, it is deformed by 
the mesh-free method which is physically based, with the same twisting forces and 
material properties as given in Figure 7.6(a). Secondly, the Maya non-linear 
deformer is employed, which is purely geometrically based, to twist the Venus head. 
The generated result is given in Figure 7 .6(b). By copying and pasting the 
deformation of the twisted ellipsoid in Figure 7.5 to the Venus head, the image in 
Figure 7.6(c) was obtained. 
Comparing these images, it is found that Figure 7.6(a) and Figure 7.6(c) produce 
similar results. Since Figure 7.6(a) considers the physical laws of the deformation of 
the Venus head, it is the most accurate among the three approaches. Subtle details 
are revealed and the deformation looks realistic. The deformed shape created by the 
Maya deformation tool does not take into account the physical behaviour; details of 
deformation are not clearly shown. By the "copy and paste" method, the image in 
Figure 7.6(c) offers close approximation to the fine result of Figure 7.6(a). The 
twisting effect of the shape is evident. While the computation time for Figure 7.6(a) 
is about five minutes with additional ten minutes for the manual preparation, it took 
about two seconds to paste the deformation from the ellipsoid to the Venus head. No 
manual preparation was required. Such computational speed is comparable to the 
Maya de former, which however considers no physical properties. To get the result of 
Figure 7.6(b), it took about three seconds' computation time, and this does not 
include the manual modelling efforts. To model and deform the ellipsoid is much 
easier than the Venus head and to paste the deformation to the Venus head achieves 
a visually satisfying result with much less computational overhead. 
Figure 7.7 shows an example of copying the deformation of a heart model and then 
pasting it to the Venus head model. The shear modulus is kept unchanged. Poisson's 
ratio is set to zero allowing volume variation while the models are dilating and 
contracting. 
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First, the heart was deformed to create a few key phases of the beating action. The 
mesh-free method was used to calculate the deformations. Second, these key phases 
were weight-summed to create a continuous deformation sequence, which is done by 
the virtual forces as shown in equations (7.9). Finally the deformation was copied 
and pasted to the Venus head separately to generate the animation sequences. Some 
screenshots from the generated animation are given in Figure 7.7. 
Figure 7.5 Deformed simple object: twisted ellipsoid. 
(a) directly computed (b) by Maya ( c) copied from ellipsoid 
Figure 7.6 Twisted Venus head. 
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Figure 7.7 Defonning the heart and the Venus head with the same defonnation data. 
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+ 
(a) Composition poking and twisting; (b) Twisting first and then poking; 
1 
( c) Poking first and then twisting; 
(d) Difference between (a) and (b); 
Figure 7.8 Composition of deformations. 
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Figure 7.8 shows how to produce global and local deformations. In this example, 
two types of deformation are involved: (I) the Venus head model is being twisted 
and (2) it is being poked which results in a pit on the head. As mentioned in the 
above section, there are two methods to combine deformations, aggregate and 
sequential. With the first method, several deformation fields, which are represented 
as virtual forces on the VSPs, are composed together by the weighted sum to create 
an aggregate field. The deformation field is pasted to the object to acquire the 
composition result. The deformation from this method is depicted in Figure 7.8(a). 
With the second method, the deformation fields are pasted one after another. The 
finial results are shown in figures 7 .8(b) and 7 .8( c). 
It is obvious that with the second method, the order of the pasting operation has 
affected the final results. A greater difference can be found between Figure 7 .8(b) 
and 7 .8( c). In contrast, using the first method, the deformation can be viewed as a 
mixture of deformations involved. Therefore, the results from the first method are 
different from those of the second. Figure 7.8(d) shows the differences between 
Figure 7. 8( a) and 7. 8(b ), though both look similar. The user can select the 
appropriate method, according to how the loads are applied. 
Pasting deformation fields from simple objects, such as cylinders and ellipsoids, to a 
more complex object reduces the amount of calculation significantly. On the other 
hand, however, the accuracy could be compromised, if the object to be deformed is 
considerably different from the simple object from which the deformation field is 
copied. To get around this difficulty, one can first create a new object by reducing 
the complexity using level of detail (LOD) operations. The simplified model is then 
used to compute a deformation field, which is finally pasted to the original object. As 
a model simplified using a LOD technique is likely to preserve the features of the 
object, the resultant deformation field is close to the original object and therefore can 
achieve very good accuracy. The simplified object has much fewer vertices and 
smaller polygon count. Comparing with deforming the original complex object 
directly, it is much cheaper. 
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As shown in Figure 7.9(a), the rabbit model (C b . Y erware 2005) IS pulled with its base 
and back fixed. The result on the second coarsest level level 3 . d 
. ' , IS compute out and 
then IS pasted to all 5 levels to have the results d d . . emonstrate In FIgure 7.9. Figure 
e elorme meshes of dIfferent 7. 9( a) shows the rendered results and 7. 9(b) shows th d C' d . 
levels. 
( a) Deformed Rabbits with 5 different levels of details 
(b )Deformed meshes of the Rabbit models: coarsest mesh at left and finest 
mesh at right (level 4 to level 0 from left to right). 
Figure 7.9 Copy and Paste on LOD models 
In Figure 7.10, the deformations are computed on two levels using the mesh-free 
method: one is the level 0 model with 67038 vertices; the other is the level 3 model 
with 1730 vertices. The result of pasting the deformation from level 3 to level 0 is 
shown in Figure 7.l0(a). Figure 7.l0(b) is computed directly on level o. Visually, 
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both results are very similar except a slight difference at the ear tips. The average 
error between both results is 0.020/0. The maximum difference between the 
corresponding vertices is 0.860/0, which is well acceptable for animation purposes. 
Although the defoffi1ations are close, the computation time differs greatly. In 
practice, the computation time required for level 3 is less than 1 % of that required for 
level 0 in direct computation. And the computation time for pasting is negligible 
compared to that in the direct computation. The manual preparation for direct 
computation is about half hour while only a few seconds for the "copy and paste" 
method. 
( a) Deformation from level 3 
copied to level 0; 
(b) Direct mesh-free computation. 
Figure 7.10 Computations on deferent LODs. 
Based on (7.3) and (7.4), the error of the deformations between source Q\ and target 
Q2 can be quantified with the equation below. 
_ (Q(2) ) _ u (Q(l») ~ (~ ~ a . (I) au kl )(Q(2) _ Q(1») = K (Q(2) - Q(I») 
errou - U t I f=t tt lk aQ (7.11) 
which suggests that the error depends on the difference in shapes between the target 
d fi . ~ a low level alternative, the and source. When we reconstruct the e ormatIon 1rom 
.. . d d thod produces close results 
similarity of the source and target IS JustIfie an our me 
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to the direct computation However wh 
. .. . . ,en we use a deformation on a simple 
geometrIc pnmItIve, e.g. ellipsoid, such similarity is not always satisfied. It provides 
a rough approximation but the physical correctness assures the visual quality of the 
results. 
In Figure 7.11, the deformation from the rabbit is copied and pasted to the Isis statue 
(Cyberware 2005). As expected, the Isis's head is deformed just like the bunny's 
ears and her hand is dragged forward. 
Figure 7.11 Deformation on Rabbit is pasted to the Isis statue. 
7.6 Discussion 
This technique of reusable deformations is developed based on the simple 
observation that objects of similar shape under the same force and constraint 
conditions deform similarly. Although this observation is debatable for engineering 
applications where physical accuracy is paramount, it has little problem for computer 
animation where despite the importance of physical accuracy, what is important is its 
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visual realism. By copying deformation fields from simple objects and pasting to 
similar but more complex shapes, much less time is required than existing 
physically-based methods, saving a significant amount of computing time and still 
achieving visually realistic results. The basic idea of this technique is to record the 
deformation data in a form of virtual forces acting on the virtual source points. The 
deformation is then computed as a weighted combination of Kelvin solutions that are 
mechanically correct. Using the physically correct deformation model ensures good 
computational accuracy. 
In addition to fast computation, the technique supports and encourages reuse of 
existing deformation data. A large quantity of deformation data have been produced 
by various physically-based techniques. Current practice makes no use of this 
resource and every time a new deformation is computed from scratch. This is 
wasteful. Using the "copy and paste" technique, one can develop an extendable 
database where deformations from different objects are stored for reuse by other 
objects. Various techniques and software tools are available for database 
construction and retrieval. Whenever deformation needs to be calculated, the 
database is searched first. If no appropriate candidates are found, the object is 
deformed using a direct method and the resultant deformation data is appended to the 
database for future applications. 
In order to maintain physical plausibility of the deformation during the "copy and 
paste" process, the source object where the deformation is defined and the target 
object to which the deformation is "pasted" should both occupy a similar space. The 
technique does not require vertex correspondence to be established between the 
source and the target objects. This differs from most morphing methods. 
Nevertheless, if the source and target objects are different, errors will still arise. Let 
us consider two possible situations: (1) both source and target objects have similar 
shape and topology, but are different in orientation and size; and (2) no similar 
objects can be found in the database. 
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Rectifying the first situation is relatively straightforward. Many geometric match 
techniques are available, which can be used to align and scale both source and 
target objects. The rotation and scaling parameters are then fed to (7.5) and (7.6) 
to derive correct deformation. 
To handle the second situation, the complexity of the object is first reduced by 
undertaking a level of detail operation to produce a simplified object without 
losing important feature and shape information. Then the user can deform the 
simplified object using any physical deformation techniques. This usually is 
significantly quicker than deforming the original object directly. Since there are 
only minor differences between the original and simplified objects, the 
deformation data obtained can be easily pasted to the original object. At the same 
time, the deformation data are stored in the database for future use. Compared 
with using direct deformation techniques, this technique creates realistic 
deformation effects with much less modelling effort. 
7.7 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have developed a technique to reuse known deformations based on 
the mesh-free technique described in Chapter 5. Several features of the proposed 
reusable deformations have been demonstrated in this chapter. 
The modelling process is substituted by the 'copy' and 'paste' operations which are 
physically based. A deformation effect can be repeatedly applied to many different 
objects. The user benefits from a deformation database which stores various 
deformation effects for reuse. He can choose and combine known deformations 
before applying them to an object. Our physically based approach ensures visual 
plausible results. On the other hand, the user can model deformations on a simplified 
mesh rather than a detailed one to save the work load. Such deformation can be 
pasted back to the detailed model and the geometric details deforms accordingly. In 
this way, the physical accuracy of the pasted deformation is assured once the 
difference of two meshes is relatively small. 
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Global and local deformations are modelled by compositing existing deformation 
data. Two methods were presented in the chapter, which are the aggregate 
deformation and the sequential deformation. The former deforms the whole object in 
one-go. The latter adds deformations step by step, which permits local deformation 
to be n10delled easily. 
U sing the simple operations of "copy" and "paste", the animator is freed from 
cumbersome and tedious manual preparations, as are required by other physically-
based deformation techniques. This hopefully, is encouraging for the animators to 
learn and get used to the seemingly complicated physically-based techniques. 
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CHAPTERS 
HYPER-TWIST 
In this chapter, we link the deformation of an infinite body to the distortion of a 
space. The objects within the space are transformed accordingly to create various 
effects. In line with the mesh-free deformation framework, the fundamental solutions 
describe the deformation of an infinite body, and the discretized points are located on 
a seed object to capture the initial set up of the deformations. The details are given in 
this chapter. A hyper-twist is defined as a twist effect in the infinite body. It is used 
to demonstrate how to create a group of aesthetic shapes from a real twist. It shows 
that our technique provides a tool that, although easy to use, affords the artist infinite 
creative possibilities. 
We can manipulate distortions of a 3 D space to procedurally create aesthetic shapes 
and animations. It follows the old trail of developing the art from the physical 
realities (Candy and Edmonds 2002; Mealing 2002) and is different from the popular 
mathematical art of chaos proposed by Gumowski and Mira (1974). 
Some images from Hubble Space Telescope Project (NASA 2005) are used as the 
background of all the rendered pictures in this chapter. As an art work, each picture 
is given a name to outline its nature of beauty. 
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8.1 Distortion of Space 
. " j~ , . ~" ,'~. ~ 
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(a) Not all Roses (b) Bi-Iotuses (c) Blooming 
(d) Lucky Star (e) Tears in Heaven (f) Samsara 
Figure 8.1. Some results of the hyper-twist. 
Einstein believed that massive objects pull the space around them and the space can 
be distorted, contracted and dilated. In such a space, an object could be deformed 
into a new shape, simple or complicated, depending on how the space is distorted. 
Therefore, in this chapter we create the distortion in space after defining 
deformations of an infinite elastic body. This idea can be used to develop a 
modelling and animation technique for the artists to produce various abstract art 
artefacts. A few examples of this method are listed in Figure 8.1. 
All the shapes in Figure 8.1 are the results originated from a same simple twist 
action. The magic is that the twist has been extended to a hyper-twist of a 3D space. 
Twist can be associated with a cylinder, a cube, or any other given objects. Under the 
mesh-free framework, we can separate the deformation of twist from the object and 
apply it to an infinite volume, the space. The twist is expressed as a sum of the 
Kelvin's solutions. These solutions distort objects in the space and generate effects 
listed in Figure 8.1. 
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Therefore, we can define a hyper-distortion as a distortion of the 3D space. This 
hyper-distortion is an extension of a known deformation effect of a limited volume 
to an infinite volume. Different locations in the space have different distortion 
effects. Embedded different objects into the space, a simple distortion of an infinite 
space would generate big variations of shapes. The size, the location and the shape 
are coordinated with the distortion to create various effects. All the distorted shapes 
are the incarnations of the hyper-distortion at different locations. That is, once an 
artist defines some distortion of an infinite space, he can harvest his creations of 
different distorted geometries within the space. In theory, the results that he gains are 
abundant in one-go because the space is infinite. Furthermore, after numerous shapes 
are created, it is feasible and very convenient for the artist to store all of them into a 
database which would provide the raw material in his future creations. 
8.2 Deformations of the Infinite Body 
Let us address the problem of deforming an infinite elastic body before we move to 
the example of hyper-twist. Generally, the solution of the infinite elastic body 
subject to any given distribution of forces can be made by the integration of the 
solution to the Kelvin problem, the problem of an infinite body subject to a 
concentrated force. 
Uk(Q) = JJJ0(P)U}k(P,Q)dv+ JJp} (P)U}k(P,Q)ds+ LR}(~P}k(~,Q) 
IVm Is" 1 
j,k=1,2,3 (8.1) 
where Uj~P, Q) is the displacement solution of Kelvin problem given out in (4.8). 
The left part Uk(Q) in equation (8.1) denotes the displacement of a given point Q in 
the infinite body. The first integration item on the right is the contribution of all the 
volume forces, where jj(P) is the volume force distribution at point P. The second 
. .' f h f: £ es where p ·(P) is the surface integration item IS the contnbutton 0 t e sur ace orc J 
.' h' d . . th urn-up of the contribution of force distributton at pOInt P. And the t lr Item IS e s 
all the concentrated forces RiPi) at individual points Pi. 
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In our practice, only the concentrated forces are used to def! th' fi' b' orm e In lnlte 0 ~ect, so 
that the difficulty of numerical integration is avoided. This means only the third item 
on the right of equation (8.1) stands and the first and the second items vanish. 
Equation (8.1) degenerates to the form of equation (5.4). The concentrated forces are 
exerted on a group of points which we call virtual source points (VSPs) following 
the definition in mesh-free deformations. To have various deformations, the user can 
specify the strength and the direction of each individual force as well as the locations 
of the forces. The displacement in the infinite body is given out in equation (8.2), 
which is in line with the formulation (5.4) of mesh-free deformations. 
n 3 
uk(Q) = I I aijUjk(~,Q) k = 1,2,3 (8.2) 
i=l j=l 
where (J.ij is the value of the force along Xj on the ith VSP Pi and ~i.PiJ Q) is the 
displacement solution of Kelvin problem. 
8.3 Hyper-twist 
The artist may find it interesting to explore his creations by manually specifying and 
editing the forces one by one. Even playing with a small number of forces, e.g. five 
or ten, allows the freedom to create many variations. 
The difficulty emerges when hundreds or thousands of forces exist. It is truly a 
nightmare for the artist to manually set everything in this case. More forces also 
mean that it is harder to predict what the result would look like: no human brain is 
powerful enough to figure that out. 
In this section, an example, hyper-twist, is set up, which demonstrates how the 
deformation of a specific object is extended to that of an infinite body. The user 
fIrstly creates a deformation pattern on an object with limited volume, and then the 
deformation pattern is retargeted to the infinite volume. In this process, the 
distribution of the forces in the infinite body is adjusted automatically according to 
the deformation pattern. With a different selected deformation pattern, a different 
theme of distortion of the infinite body is created. A series of shapes of the same 
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theme are able to be abstracted from the same distortion. Such predefined 
deformation pattern is named as seed and the deformation in the infinite body is 
grown (extended) from the seed. For instance, the twist of a cube is introduced as the 
seed and then a hyper-twist of the infinite body is generated from it. Furthermore, 
different seeds lead to different distortion effects. A seed with complicated pattern 
can lead to very sophisticated distortion of the infinite body, or the space. 
In Figure 8.2, the twisted cube is selected as the seed for hyper-twist. The length of 
the edge of the original cube is four units. The twisted shape is created by the mesh-
free tool developed in Chapter 5 by applying coupled forces at its bottom and top. 
Figure 8.2 The twisted cube serves as the seed (the nodes of surrounding lattice are 
where the forces are situated). 
The seed is the source driving the infinite body to distort as the huge mass distorts 
the space in Einstein' s theory. When the cube is twisting, the whole infinite body is 
going along with it. Yet no one knows what the whole image of the infinite body is, 
but it can be assured that the points coincident with the cube vertices would take the 
same positions of these vertices after twist. 
In Figure 8.2, the VSPs where the forces are located are drawn out as the nodes of 
the lattice surrounding the cube. We set each edge of the lattice to twice the length of 
h h entre which is set to the seed cube. This lattice and the seed cube s are t e same c , 
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the origin in our practices. However, different distributions of VSPs may lead to 
different results. 
Now all VSPs in equation (8.2) are fixed on the lattice. The force strengths, ai}, are 
unknown but the displacements of the cube vertices are known. If there are m 
vertices available, there are m equations with unknown ai} according to equation 
(8.2). 
n 3 
Uk (QI) = I I ajjU jk (~, Q/) k = 1,2,3; I = 1,2, ... , m (8.3) 
i=l j=l 
where n is the number of forces. Equations (8.3) are solved out using the minimal 
least square method. The movement of any point in the infinite body is computed out 
using equation (8.2) with the corresponding solution ai} of (8.3). So far the twist of a 
finite volume, the seed, has been extended to that of an infinite body, the hyper-twist. 
In a real twist, the displacement Uk(Q) is meaningful only inside the cube and there is 
no physical definition of it outside the cube. But after extending the definition 
domain with the fundamental solutions to the infinite space, the definition of 
displacement Uk(Q) is mathematically applied to the whole infinite body. 
8.4 Results 
Defonnations of an infinite body have been formulized in the previous sections. 
When a geometric shape is embedded into the infinite body, every point of the 
geometry is moved accordingly to fonn a new shape. This gives a direct impression 
on how the infinite body is distorted at the specified position of the embedded 
geometry. 
The trajectory of any single point in the space is pinned down via equation (8.2). A 
continuous surface is discretized into many small triangle facets and each triangle is 
deformed by displacing its vertices to their new position. The deformed triangle 
facets are used to render out the distorted surface. The size of the triangle facet is 
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small enough to keep the object smooth. Incorrect size would introduce unwanted 
facet aliasing effects after distortion. 
Changes of the shape, the size, the orientation of the embedded geometry will 
influence the results. However, because all the distorted shapes are abstracted out 
from the hyper-twist, they all inherit the intrinsic property of a twist. This is 
expressed in their symmetry, stretch, rotation and some kind of inner tension, and 
enables all the shapes to be labelled with the hyper-twist theme. 
In order to show the influence of the size on the distorted shape, a number of cubes 
with different sizes are chosen to centre at the origin and to share the same 
orientation of the seed cube. Figure 8.3 lists the results of these cubes. 
The orientation or the location of the embedded cube impacts its final distortion, 
which is proved in Figure 8.4. The size of the cube in Figure 8.4 is 9 units, which is 
the same as Figure 8.3(e). In Figure 8.4(a) the cube moves up along the twist axis for 
1.2 units and in Figure 8.4(b) the cube rotates 22.5 degrees around the twist axis. 
Some symmetry is missing here due to the arrangement comparing to the Figure 
8.3( e). 
It is no doubt that the different embedded shape causes a different result. The 
examples of a sphere and a torus are shown in Figure 8.5, which are much different 
from the results of cubes in Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4. 
On the other hand, when different seeds are introduced, different themes of 
distortions are created. For example, Figure 8.6 demonstrates the distortions when 
the seed is a twist ellipse instead of a cube. 
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(a) Cube size - 5 units (Knot 1) 
(b) Cube size - 7 units (Knot 2) 
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(c) Cube size -7.8 units (Anger) 
(d) Cube size - 8.4 units (Fuse) 
98 
(e) Cube size - 9 units (Bloom in Heaven) 
(f) Cube size - 16 units (Knot 3) 
Figure 8.3 Distortions of different size cubes. 
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(a) Cube in Figure 8.3(e) has moved 1.2 units (Wings of Angel) 
(b)Cube in Figure 8.3(e) has rotated 22.5 degrees (Hard Dive) 
Figure 8.4 Distortions of cubes with different location or orientation. 
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(a) Sculpture from a sphere(Melting) 
(b) Sculpture from a torose Grabing) 
Figure 8.5 Distortions of different objects. 
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(a) Swan 
(b) Butterfly 
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(c) Knot 4 
(d) Knot 5 
Figure 8.6 Distortions of a different seed. 
One property of the Kelvin solution is that the displacement of a point caused by a 
concentrated force increases dramatically when the point gets close to the force 
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(Figure 4.2). When the size of embedded shape is close to the seed, its distortion is 
similar to the seed's distortion as revealed in Figure 8.3(a). When the embedded 
shape's size increases in Figure 8.3(b)-(f), the distortion becomes different from the 
original twist. Such bias enlarges the twist effect in Figure 8.3(b). In Figure 8.3( c) and 
(d), the bias is so large that the spokes are dominating the shape rather than twist. This 
is because the surfaces are very close to the VSPs and the Kelvin solutions have large 
values. As the box size keeps expending, in Figure 4( e) and (f), the distortion effects 
become smooth and fade off at the infinite distance. 
When the embedded shape is very close to the VSPs, the distortion could be very 
large and the surface may become faceted. The triangle stretches dramatically with 
large distortion. Using the small triangle could improve the smoothness but it may fail 
when the distortion goes extremely large. In Figure 8.4(a), as the cube is moved along 
the twist axis, it intersects with the force lattice. The bottom of the shape becomes 
spoky and faceted due to the intersection, while the top is not affected much by the 
movement which is much similar to the shape of Figure 8.3(e). To avoid the spoke 
artefact, the mesh should be kept away from the forces. 
8.5 Temporal Hyper-twist 
Creating a sequence of time-related images using the above developed technique is 
straightforward. One can think of many possibilities. In this chapter, we demonstrate 
two ways. The first is to change the strengths of the forces temporarily, but the 
pattern of force distribution is kept untouched. When gradually increasing the 
strength of the sources from zero to a certain value, the whole space is continually 
distorted to its final state. The second is to change the distribution of forces in the 
space. In practice, we start by spreading the forces over the surface of an object, a 
cube for example. We then transform the cube with time, which in tum changes the 
relative distribution of the forces. 
.' d d F' 8 7 shows some snapshots of A few sequences of antmatIon were pro uce. tgure . 
. h ~ t ngths By changing the two animation sequences when we tncrease t e lorce s re . 
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distribution of the forces with time, another sequence of animation is created shown 
in Figure 8.8. 
8.6 Conclusions 
The work in this chapter is physically-oriented and also falls into the mesh-free 
deformation framework. It reconstructs the deformations of an infinite body which 
are linked to distortions of a 3D space. It serves as a tool for artists as well as 
animators to create aesthetic effects which could not be generated by any other 
means. 
This tool allows the artist to automatically explore the dramatically shaped objects 
that may stretch, twist and distort in a space. There are two ways to define the 
distortions of the infinite body. One is to directly apply the forces in the infinite body 
and the results are calculated straightforwardly with equation (8.2). The other is to 
deform a finite volume as a seed which drives the infinite body to distort. In the 
second way, the forces are automatically assigned to fit the seed distortion. Once the 
artist seeds a deformed shape, he can create a bunch of distorted shapes in one-go. 
Linking necessary parameters, such as the strengths and distribution of the forces, 
with time, one can easily produce temporal sequences of distorted images. A few 
animation sequences were presented and they evolved within the time dimension. 
These sequences revealed the relation of time and space as well as the evolution 
process. 
The singularity of the Kelvin solution should be noticed and it may cause problems. 
The spoke artefact does appear when the deforming shape is too close to the forces, 
and will be the subject of further investigation in the future. 
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Figure 8.7 Animation by varying the force strengths. 
Figure 8.8 Animation by varying the distribution of the forces . 
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CHAPTER 9 
FORCE MAPPING 
This chapter extends the mesh-free framework for geometric representation and 
compreSSIon. A technique called force mapping is developed. In the previous 
chapters, we introduced virtual forces which deform object shapes. The idea in this 
chapter is similar in that some forces are applied on a surface to 'deform' it and 
create the fine details. A force map records the applied forces and their distributions. 
By applying these forces on a relatively simple surface and deforming it, a detailed 
surface is created. This is just like the displacement mapping technique, which use 
displacements instead of forces to store the details. Our technique can be used for 
surface modelling, reconstruction and editing. 
In the technique of force mapping, the displacements of a surface are assembled as 
sums of kernel functions. The kernel function plays the similar role as the 
fundamental solution does in the mesh-free deformations. It defines the disturbance 
of a single force on the surface while the latter is the disturbance of a force in a 
volume. 
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9.1 Displacement Mapping 
Many real and anin1ated objects are represented with surfaces of a sufficient level of 
detail. Such surfaces can be obtained using various techniques, such as 3D scanning. 
Since they are typically stored as dense triangle meshes, how to manipulate, animate, 
render, transmit, and store these meshes is a real challenge in today's computer 
graphics (Lee et al. 2002). 
In order to tackle this problem, the displacement mapping technique is developed as 
an efficient means for the representation of detailed surfaces. The information of the 
mesh is decomposed into two parts: a simpler mesh describing the basic shape of the 
model which contains much fewer vertices than the original dense meshes, and a 
displacement map to store the difference between the original mesh and the simpler 
mesh (Cook 1984; Gumhold and Huttner 1999; Lee et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2003). 
Early in 1978, Blinn (1978) introduced the idea of bump mapping which perturbs the 
surface normal to create and match the geometric subtle details on the surface. 
Without actually modelling the detailed surface variation, images with realistic 
looking surface 'bumps' can be produced (Blinn 1978; Kim et al. 2001; Tarini et al. 
2000). Tarini et al.(2000) extended the work by introducing the normal-map to 
achieve excellent performance in rendering time and rendering quality. 
Cook (1984; 1987) displaced a surface by a function. The original geometry is 
presented by a large number of polygons. In Cook's method, such geometry is 
reconstructed from a coarse model with fewer polygons containing low level of 
details. The coarse model is subdivided and the vertices after subdivision are 
displaced in the normal direction to add subtle details. Kugler (1998) developed a 
method of rendering both bump- and reflection-mapped surfaces. He pre-computed 
shading- and reflection-maps with coordinate generation tables, which cache pixel-
to-pixel normal vectors. Recently, Displacement maps were widely used as 
procedural displacement shaders in RenderMan and the close relationship between 
. . . d' sed in (Apodaca and Gritz dIsplacement mappIng and bump mappIng was ISCUS 
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1999). Kin1 et al. (2001) directly calculates the inner product f th b d o e pertur e normal 
vector and the halfway vector. The deflection function is defi d b th b . lne y e pertur atIon 
angles represented in a spherical polar coordinate system to red't . uce 1 s computatIon. 
The perturbed term is used as an index to the shading look-up tables which enable 
real-time per-pixel lighting on the bumped surface to be rendered. Kautz and Seidel 
(2001) also provided a solution with hardware acceleration. 
9.2 Force Mapping 
Forces, as an alternative to displacements, again can alter a surface. Replacing the 
displacements with forces, the force mapping implicitly defines the geometric subtle 
details of a surface by distributing the virtual forces. 
As an alternative of displacement mapping, it inherits the same benefits of 
displacement mapping. The techniques and algorithms developed for displacement 
mapping can be almost directly applied, such as the displaced subdivision surface 
technique proposed by (Lee et al. 2002). Force mapping is effective in modelling and 
editing complex surfaces. Instead of directly moving the mesh vertices, force 
mapping simply modifies the number, position and magnitude of the forces to move 
a group of vertices to the right positions. In doing so, much higher control can be 
achieved. Similar to displacement mapping, force mapping is able to compress the 
initial dense mesh. It is easy to achieve different levels of detail (LaD). Models of 
different LaDs can be generated with little extra effort. An obvious advantage of the 
force mapping technique is that it integrates the physical property, i.e. the force, into 
geometry by introducing the kernel function and the force map. The simple way to 
estimate the reaction forces and the displacements under an external force in real 
time is useful for virtual reality applications. In fact on the same ground, other 
physical properties, such as temperature and electromagnetic variables, can be 
similarly integrated into the same geometric meshes and achieve various physically 
generated effects. 
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9.2.1 Force Mapping Definition 
By applying some external sources of disturbance, a surface containing subtle detail 
information can be regenerated by deforming a simpler surface that has much fewer 
vertices. These external disturbances can be displacement constraints in the case of 
displacement mapping, or forces in the case of force mapping which is described 
below. In displacenlent mapping, the subtle information is transformed into 
displacements. In force mapping, the detail surface information is represented with 
virtual forces. 
In Figure 9.1, a flexible beam is presented as a solid line and its original shape as a 
dash-line. As shown in Figure 9.1(a), an originally straight beam is changed into a 
curved one by moving some given points to right positions (displacement 
constraints). It can also be deformed in the same way by exerting appropriate forces 
(force constraints) as illustrated in Figure 9.1(b). 
(a) Beam is deformed by giving some displacements 
~1 __ ------
(b) Beam is deformed by exerting some forces 
Figure 9.1 A straight beam is deformed. 
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For a two-dimensional problem like plates or shells th d " 
, e eternunatlOn of the 
displacements caused by the forces will require the sol t' t 4th . 
u Ion 0 a order partIal 
differential equation (PDE) that governs the deformatio f th b" . 
n 0 e 0 ~ect In question 
(Saada 1993). Except for some simple cases where a closed form solution is 
obtainable. the resolution of a 4th order PDE is computatl'onall . I d Y expensIve. n or er 
to address this issue. the effects of forces are approximated by directly defining the 
displacement caused by a single unit force. The resultant displacement, <1>1 (x), is 
called the kernel function, whose definition is given in Section 9.2.2. 
With this kernel function, the overall displacement distribution can be written as: 
d(x) = L /1 <1>1 (x) (9.1) 
1 
where d(x) is the difference between the original mesh and the simplified mesh at 
point x, / J is the strength of the fh force and <1>1 (x) is the kernel function 
mentioned above. 
F or a small deformation, the difference between the simplified mesh and the original 
mesh is relatively small. Due to this reason, the virtual force is given only in the 
direction normal to the simplified surface. Therefore, a scalar instead of a vector is 
needed to store the force at a given point which is similar to displacement mapping. 
The first step for force mapping is to subdivide the triangles of the simplified mesh. 
The oth level subdivision is the same as the simplest surface. Assuming the kth 
subdivision generates the triangle meshes illustrated in Figure 9 .2( a), the (k+ 1) th 
subdivision whose shape is the same as kth level will produce more triangle meshes 
as demonstrated in Figure 9.2(b). The level of the subdivision is chosen according to 
the frequency of sampling. A higher level of subdivision is able to reveal more subtle 
details but requires more memory and computation, while a lower level of 
subdivision leads to less memory and computation but discards the high frequency 
information of the subtle details. Then, the forces are exerted on the vertices of the 
triangles. 
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( a) the kth level subdivision (b) the (k+ 1 yh level subdivision 
Figure 9.2 Subdivision of the surface 
F or force mapping, the forces in equation (9.1) are unknown constants. In order to 
determine the value of these forces exerting at the control points, a displacement map 
containing the information of d(x) is extracted first. Figure 9.3 shows how d(x) is 
defined. Then according to expression (9.1), a set of linear equations with f as 
unknowns are deduced: 
(9.2) 
where element qiJ in matrix [<1>] is the displacement at point J caused by a unit force 
at point I, the I th element 11 in vector {f} is the strength of the force at point I, and 
the Jth element d J in vector {d} is the displacement at point J. 
n 
Original Mesh 
Simplified Mesh 
Figure 9.3 Extraction the displacement map. 
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U sing the matrix multiplication equation (9 2) can be t .c d , . ranSlorme as follows to 
explicitly give out the forces. 
{j} = ([<p][ <p]T) -\ [<P]{d} (9.3) 
Equation (9.2) is solved by the least squares method to obtain the required forces. In 
the experiment of this chapter, the displacement is sampled at the vertices of the 
subdivision mesh which is two orders higher than the subdivision used by force 
mapping. Other choices are available. One natural example is that the sampling 
points can be chosen as the projection on the simplified mesh of the vertices from the 
original mesh. 
In section 9.2.2, the kernel function is selected with a compact support leading to a 
sparse matrix [<l>]. The least squares method optimizes the approximation globally. 
9.2.2 Definition of the Kernel Function 
In the equation (9.1), the kernel function <pI (x) is chosen as the displacement 
caused by a unit force acting at the fh point. As explained above, only the 
displacement and the force along the normal direction are taken into consideration 
due to the fact that the difference between original mesh and simplified mesh is 
relatively small. 
The kernel function <pI (x) can be determined by using the theories of plates and 
shells. However, it is complicated and not practical here to compute the displacement 
of the surface using such exact methods because the numerical solution of the 
equations is difficult and time-consuming. In addition, different surfaces require 
different kernel functions to be repopulated. Therefore, we seek a function which 
combines simplicity, generality and the deformation mechanism together. To this 
end, the Kelvin solution seems to be a good candidate which gives an analytical 
treatment of a unit concentrated force exerting in an infinite elastic body. Let P be 
the fh point where the force acts and Q be the jh point where the displacement 
IJ· . 
occurs and the kernel function <p IS wntten as , 
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(9.4) 
where {nIl is the normal at point I. {nJ} is the normal at point J and (U) is 3x3 
. . h I I 
matrIx WIt e ement Vi" (P, Q) = - W. (r ) defined in equation (4 8) Ij Ij PQ • ,. 
rpQ 
By embedding the simplified mesh into an infinite elastic body and applying 
numerous concentrated forces on the infinite elastic body, the elastic body will be 
deformed. Accordingly, the simplified mesh will be changed into a new shape 
similar to the original mesh. 
Poisson's ratio v in equation (4.8) is set to zero, which means that the elongation 
along one direction will not cause the shrinking of the lateral section. The shear 
modulus G which defines the stiffness of material in the equations is set to one unit. 
With the Kelvin solution, the kernel function is defined. Since the displacements 
given by the Kelvin solution are infinite at the positions where the forces exert, the 
Kelvin solution is singular at these points. In fact, the displacements at these 
positions should be bounded. Therefore, the infinite displacements are unacceptable. 
The numerical calculation will fail at these positions. Another shortcoming is that the 
Kelvin solution is global and any local perturbation will change the shape on the 
whole surface, which leads to a full coefficient matrix [<1>] in equation (9.2) and 
makes the extraction of a force map rather expensive. Due to these reasons, a 
modified Kelvin solution Vi} * (P,Q) is proposed which eliminates the singularity and 
has a compact support: 
(9.5) 
where per) = 100 (1- F)2, the definition of rpQ and Wij(rPQ) is the same as that in 
h ~h 
equation (4.8), h is the value related to the force sampling frequency, which controls 
. f h £ . d fined on the kth subdivision the influence range of a SIngle force. I t e orce IS e 1 
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mesh and s is the size of the triangle in the simplified mesh where the force falls in 
, 
h=3slk. 
The Kelvin solution (4.8) and the modified Kelvin solution (9.5) share the same 
Wij(rPQ) and the difference of these two solutions can be revealed by comparing 
functions l/r with p(r) (Figure 9.4). 
From this figure, it can be observed that around the position where a force is applied, 
lIr in the Kelvin solution is infinite and p(r) in the modified solution is about 33. It 
indicates that the infinite displacement at the position has been replaced by a finite 
one. When r is greater then 2.5, the two solutions become almost the same. The 
maximum difference occurs at about r=O.5. 
With the above treatment, the kernel function becomes: 
<l>/J ={nI}T[U*]{nJ} (9.6) 
where the element of [U*] is Uij *(P,Q) in (9.5), {nil is the normal at point i, and {nJ} 
is the normal at point J. 
35 -
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Figure 9.4 Comparing functions lIr andp(r) when h=3. 
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9.2.3 Conversion Algorithm 
In order to decoinpose an arbitrary triangle mesh into a fio d" rce map an a SImplIfied 
surface, the following steps should be followed: 
1. Simplify the original mesh and obtain an initial simplified surface which 
preserves the basic shape of the model. The simplification can be achieved with 
various techniques, such as edge collapsing. 
Globally optimize the initial simplified mesh vertices so that the simplified 
surface fits the original mesh well. 
3. Sample the difference between the original surface and the simplified surface at 
the k+ t h subdivision level. Construct the linear equations where the unknowns 
are the forces at the vertices of the kth subdivision mask. 
4. Solve the linear systems with the standard least squares method and create the 
force map. 
9.2.4 Rendering Algorithm 
Having discussed the determination of the force map for a gIven surface, the 
consequent work is to reconstruct a series of surfaces from the simplified surface 
according to different sampling masks to be used. These surfaces give different 
levels of detail. Figure 9.2 illustrates how to select sampling points. For sample point 
J on the newly constructed surface, its location Xl is: 
J J dJ J J J ""'" rnPji X = Xo + n = Xo + n ~ ~ (9.7) 
i 
where XOl is the location of the sample point J on the simplified surface, n
J 
is the unit 
normal vector of the simplified surface at point J, cpIJ is the kernel function, and jI is 
the strength of the fh force at point I. 
9.3 Results 
In the following, the well known Stanford Bunny model (Stanford 2004) is used to 
. . d Th t t' t' f the used meshes is illustrated in Illustrate the force mappIng metho. e s a IS ICS 0 
Table 9.1. The meshes of different LODs are generated by the subdivision method in 
section 9.2.1. Only the oth level mesh (Figure 9.5(a)) needs to be stored in practice. 
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Table 9.1 Statistics of the models 
Vertices No. Face No. File Size as PLY Format 
Original Model 34834 69451 3374KB 
The o th Level Mesh 241 578 l4KB 
The 1 st Level Mesh 940 1850 75KB 
The 2nd Level Mesh 3731 7400 232KB 
The 3rd Level Mesh 14863 29600 970KB 
The displacement map is extracted from the mesh of the 3 rd level. The distance from 
the vertex of the 3rd level mesh in its normal direction to the original mesh is stored. 
The original mesh and the 3rd level mesh reconstructed with the displacement map 
techniques are shown in Figure 9.6. The displacement map is stored in ASCII format. 
The size is l53KB. 
The force map is defined on the mesh of the 1 st level, where the displacement map 
extracted above is used as the input textured height field. With the method described 
in section 9.2, where the storage of the force map required is only 9KB in ASCII 
format the meshes in different levels with the detailed information are reconstructed. 
, 
( a) The mesh ofthe oth level (b) The mesh of the 3 cd level. 
Figure 9.5 Different levels of meshes of Bunny without details. 
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( a) The original bunny model (b) The 3 rd level mesh reconstructed with 
displacement mapping 
Figure 9.6 Example from displacement mapping. 
( a) The oth level (b) The 1 st level 
(c) The 2nd level (d) The 3 rd level 
Figure 9.7 The meshes of different LODs are created with the force mapping. 
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Although the scene of the 3rd level mesh created by the force map (Figure 9.7(d)) is 
similar to that by the displacement mapping (Figure 9.6(b)), the storage of the force 
map here is only one sixteenth of the displacement map. The difference of these two 
images is difficult to tell. 
The reconstruction process is efficient, because the modified Kelvin solution has a 
tight support. It took no more than 0.2 second to reconstruct the 3rd level detailed 
mesh in our Bunny example with a Dell Pentium III 500 MHz PC. 
9.4 Conclusions 
As an application of the mesh-free defonnation framework, this chapter has 
presented a technique, called force mapping, for the representation, editing and 
compression of complex surface models. The force mapping technique uses the 
recorded forces to shape the fine details of the surface. 
By modifying the Kelvin solution, a kernel function was defined and the relationship 
between the applied forces and the resultant displacements was obtained. A 
simplified surface was subdivided into a number of triangles and the forces were 
applied on them to generate a surface of higher complexity. The process was 
repeated to create a series of surfaces with different levels of detail. 
The geometric compression demonstrated here is only one application of the force 
mapping technique. It can also be used in complex surface editing by definition of a 
proper force map in a way similar to the bump mapping and displacement mapping 
techniques. 
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CHAPTER 10 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
10.1 Conclusions 
Physically-based deformation techniques have attracted a great deal of attention from 
the computer graphics research community. Existing techniques require the 
deformed object to be properly meshed, which often represents a time consuming 
process. 
In this research, a mesh-free deformation framework has been introduced. The basic 
concept of the framework is to use discretized points to capture the physical 
information on a surface and to formulate the deformations with the help of 
fundamental solutions. The principle of superposition is the foundation of the 
framework. It implicates that the deformation of a certain load can be decomposed as 
a sum of other deformations that are caused by the sub-phases of the load. Under this 
framework, we have investigated the problems of deformation modelling and have 
developed a number of techniques that can alleviate the labour intensive work in 
animating deformations. 
Directly applying the framework to deformation modelling, we have proposed a 
technique of mesh-free deformations that is distinguished from other known mesh-
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free techniques. It only requires discretization on the surface of a 3D object while 
others discretize the whole volume. This has made the method particularly suitable 
for applications in computer graphics because most models in computer graphics are 
expressed as surfaces. Trade-off between efficiency and accuracy can be controlled 
by adjusting the density of sampling points. To speed up the computation, two 
different ways have been adopted: one is the sparse matrix scheme which trades 
accuracy for speed, and the other is the pre-computation which accelerates at run 
time by computing some inter-quantities in advance. 
As a straightforward application, the animation of the anatomic human muscle 
structure has been constructed in Appendix A. The mesh-free method deforms the 
muscles. The deformations are driven by movements of bones taking into account 
the anatomic shape of the muscles. Unlike the static images, our model illustrated the 
active muscle movement and deformations in moving sequences, which 
demonstrated well the validation of our mesh-free deformations. 
Since the physically-based deformations are computationally intensive, to further 
relieve the modeling effort, the technique of reusable deformations has been 
developed within the mesh-free framework. It simplified the modelling process 
considerably to save the production cost. 
A deformation is identified as a group of virtual forces in the mesh-free framework. 
Based on it, "copy" and "paste" operations have been developed. The "copy" 
abstracts the deformation of a specified object out as virtual forces which regulate a 
deformation field. The "paste" applies the deformation field to another object by 
exerting the virtual forces on it. With this technique, deformations can be reused as 
many times as possible, and furthermore a few simple deforming primitives can be 
combined to create a complex deformation. In processing, the technique does not 
require vertex correspondence to be established between the source and the target 
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objects. This differs from most morphing methods. Importantly, using the physically 
correct deformation model ensures good computational accuracy. 
Other applications beyond deformations can be constructed under our mesh-free 
framework. Two techniques have been addressed in this thesis. One is hyper-twist 
which uses the definition of distortions in 3D space to create aesthetic shapes. The 
other is force mapping, which transforms a complicated surface into a simplified one 
and a force map. 
In hyper-twist, the mesh-free deformation was extended to create a deformation of 
an infinite body. We linked it to the distortion of a 3D space, a hyper-distortion, and 
any object within the space deforms accordingly. It provided a useful tool for the 
production of abstract artistic forms. 
In the implementation, a hyper-distortion was extended from a pre-defined 
deformation on a specified object, a seed. It shows that with a very simple seed 
shape, one is able to produce geometry of significantly different shapes. The number 
of shapes one can get in one-go is extremely large. Linking control parameters with 
time, one can easily produce temporal sequences of distorted images. A few 
animation sequences have been presented and they evolve within the time dimension. 
These sequences revealed the relation of time and space and the evolution process of 
the distortion in space. 
Force mapping provided a surface construction technique with a similar idea of 
displacement mapping. It uses forces rather than displacements recorded in the force 
map to shape the fine details on a surface. It shares the same framework with the 
other applications. The continual disturbance on a simple surface can be assembled 
with a sum of kernel functions. The method has potential uses in geometric 
compression, surface modelling, reconstruction and editing. 
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10.2 Future Work 
10.2.1 Modelling Nonlinearity 
In the proposed methods, the Kelvin solutions were used to assemble the 
deformations. It is an analytic solution of linear deformations. Thus our solutions 
only provided approximations to the linear problem even though it has better results 
than the FEM linear module when simulating large deformations as shown in Figure 
5.4. 
The lack of general analytic solutions in non-linear problems raises a great challenge. 
However, this could be resolved by distributing points within the 3D volume rather 
than on the surface only. The traditional mesh-free techniques (Liu 2003) have done 
so to formulate the equations by minimizing the overall potential energy. 
Nonlinearity is caused by geometric changes, such as large deformations, and the 
nonlinear property of a material. So far, there exist many numerical difficulties to 
closely approximate the real phenomenon. A good algorithm for simulating the 
nonlinear deformation which is easy to use is a great challenge. 
10.2.2 Haptic Rendering 
The method of our mesh-free deformations can provide output of forces as well as 
displacements. We will envisage that the technique can be extended to the 
applications of haptic rendering where it can be used to generate the force feedback. 
In our implementation, the deformation was controlled by manually painting 
constraint on a surface. It is not efficient in a virtual environment where objects may 
interact with each other by collision or contact. To define the precise contact 
between soft objects, an effective collision detection algorithm is needed. The 
robustness and the efficiency of the collision detection contribute to the overall 
performance. Once the intersection area is identified, it is possible to compute the 
deformation by fixing the applied boundary conditions of this area automatically and 
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the contact forces on the boundary can be dynamically adjusted. However, the most 
challenging issue is to accomplish all the computations efficiently as most 
applications require real-time responses. 
10.2.3 Anatomically-based Modelling 
Graphical simulation of anatomic structure is useful in art production, medical 
education, illustration and research. Most bio-material has complex response to the 
environment. It is challenging to identify the interaction among tissues and draw 
clear images on the actual anatomic relations. For example, the reaction force of an 
active muscle is sophisticated to model. A human muscle structure was demonstrated 
in Appendix A. The muscles were treated as simple elastic material and the 
interaction among them was not considered. It is hard to claim that our animation is 
physically correct but it still provided a good illustration on how the muscle moves 
with bones. Successfully modelling the tissues with correct anatomic structure 
remains a challenge and it certainly has a great impact on the theory and the research 
methods related to the study of bio-structures. 
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APPENDIX A 
ANIMATING HUMAN MUSCLE 
STRUCTUREt 
The human muscle motion and defonnation is of great interest to character animation, 
medical education, illustration and research. A physically-based method is helpful to 
create realistic-looking results. 
We have developed the mesh-free defonnation technique in Chapter 5. In this 
appendix, we apply this technique to defonn human muscles. Taking into account the 
anatomic shape, defonnations of muscles are driven by movement of bones. The 
mesh-free computation has been encoded allowing fast simulation to be achieved 
with visually convincing results. Such method can serve as the deformation engine 
for a muscle illustration system. The static anatomic shapes of muscles are from the 
data of Ultimate Human (Snoswell 2005). This case study also assures the validity of 
our technique of mesh-free deformations when it is applied to a complicated system. 
t This work has been developed jointly with Dr. Xiaosong Yang. My main contribution is on the 
development of deformation module. 
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A.I Illustration of Moving Muscles 
Graphical reproduction of the human anatomical structures and their motions are of 
significant interest to character animation, medical education, illustration and 
simulation. With the advancement of computer graphics technology, medical 
illustration can be made not only on paper, but also digitally, allowing multimedia 
interaction between the user and the virtual human body. A great deal of research 
efforts have been made by the computer graphics research community to offer 
increasingly realistic visual fidelity. 
To date however, most computer graphical illustrations are primarily passive, i.e. 
they are basically digital reproduction of their paper counterparts. Primary Pictures 
has extended the 2D images to the 3D static digital models (Primary 2005). Although 
one is able to view the anatomical elements, possibly with sound and textural 
descriptions, interactively through HTML-like links, most available systems cannot 
depict the motion of the human anatomical structure. 
The human muscle structure is a sophisticated system and most muscles deform to a 
great extent when the human body moves (Creager 1992; Palastanga et al. 1994). 
The animation of its movement and deformations represents a tremendous 
technological challenge due to the complex shape of the muscles and the mechanics 
properties. This explains why most medical illustration techniques where muscles 
are involved are primitive. Although some simple movements can be visualised for 
simplified shapes, the movements are displayed as primarily pre-recorded animations 
(Snoswell 2005). 
To illustrate the deformations of muscles, we first rig the movement of the human 
skeleton structure. The animation of the human skeleton can be reconstructed from 
the motion capture data, which record the movement of a human character in detail. 
For some simple movement with a few joints only, we can manually set the 
parameters of the joint rotations temporarily to create the animation. Linking the 
muscles to the bone transformations, we generate animation sequences of muscle 
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deformations with the technique of mesh-free deformations. The mesh-free method 
deforms the muscle in a physically plausible way and produces realistic-looking 
illustrations. The kinetic relations between bones and muscles are drawn out and it 
shows how the muscles drive the skeleton moving. 
Although the primary applications are identified as medical illustration the , 
technological developments presented in this appendix can be extended to other 
tasks. For example, by considering accurate physical properties, detailed anatomical 
modelling and complex interaction among the soft tissues can be produced. This is 
useful for proper medical simulation and is potentially valuable for medical 
diagnosis of muscle and joint related conditions, such as sports injuries. It may also 
be useful for the evaluation of rehabilitation treatments. 
A.2 Review of Muscle Modelling Techniques 
Over the past two decades, computerised muscle deformation modelling has become 
one of the primary areas of research for human character animation. Existing 
methods can be broadly classified into two groups: geometrically based and 
physically based. 
In the first category, Scheepers et al. (1997) and Wilhems (1997) used ellipsoids to 
approximate the appearance of fusiform muscles. The multi-belly muscles are 
represented by a set of ellipsoids positioned along two spline curves (Scheepers et al. 
1997), Sheepers also presented a general model that consists of tubularly-shaped 
bi-cubic patches. Although these methods try to mimic the physical reality by 
considering some physical properties, such as volume preservation, the models they 
employed are too simple to represent the complexity of the human muscle structure. 
Chadwick et al. presented the first physically based technique. A muscle is deformed 
by embedding it into a free-form deformation (FFD) lattice (Chadwick et al. 1989). 
Hookean springs were used to simulate the dynamics of physical muscle tissues. The 
springs deform the FFD lattice that in tum deforms the embedded muscle. Although 
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this represents a progress in animation, the complex deformations of muscles cannot 
be well simulated by a simple spring system. Nedel and Thalmann (1998) introduced 
the idea of action lines for the deformation of the muscles. The idea is very simple to 
implement, but the limitations are the same as the simple spring systems. Chen and 
Zeltzer (1992) presented a bio-mechanical muscle model using the finite element 
method. They discussed a single muscle working in isolation. Delp and Loan's work 
also addressed single muscles (Delp and Loan 1995). In (Middleton et al. 1999; 
Yucesoy et al. 2002), highly detailed muscles and their stress and deformation 
relationship were modelled using nonlinear solid mechanics. These methods, despite 
being theoretically more accurate than the earlier techniques, suffer from very high 
computing costs, which render it impractical for interactive illustration applications. 
The cgCharacter company also developed an illustration system for the human 
muscle structure (Snoswell 2005). But they only supply still images and models. 
Their motion demos are pre-recorded animations. 
A.3 Mesh-free Muscle Deformations 
F 
10 
Length 
Figure A.1 The force-length relationship of muscles (Winter 1990) 
A muscle is composed of fascicles which contain bundles of fibers, and the fibers 
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themselves are composed of parallel bundles of myofibrils (Wawick and Williams 
1973). The myofibril serves as the basic fiber of muscle, which consists of many 
contractile units, sacromeres, composed of arrays of actin and myosin myofilaments, 
which form the contractile mechanism of muscle. 
The force-length relationship of muscles is shown in Figure A.l. Muscle forces F 
contain both passive and active components, where the passive part Fpas acts in the 
non-linear fashion similar to other soft tissues and the active part Fact is due to the 
change in the micro contractile element, myofilament (Winter 1990). 
The theory of mesh-free deformations is addressed in Chapter 5. In this method, the 
surface is discretized into a number of collocation points (CPs), which capture the 
boundary constraints, and virtual source points (VSPs) are used to define the 
fundamental solutions. The trade-off between efficiency and accuracy is achieved 
simply by distributing more or less of those points. Governed by the physical laws, 
the behaviours of muscles are numerically represented. 
Instead of using a non-linear active constitutive model, the mesh-free method 
proposed uses the linear elastic media to describe the deformation of muscle. It is 
obvious that some important physical characteristics of muscle are omitted and the 
computations are simplified. Therefore, as the method serves only for illustration 
purposes, visual plausible rather than accurate images are produced. 
The anatomic shapes of muscles from (Snoswell 2005) are used to produce 
realistic-looking results. The muscles are attached to the bones according to the 
anatomic relationship. In our implementation, for a given muscle, we simply identify 
those CPs that are connected to a given bone and force them to move with the bone 
temporarily. A dynamic displacement constraint is added to them. 
X f = Rtxo 
(A.l) 
Here the Xt is the position of a CP attached to the bone at time t, Xo is its original 
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position, Rt is the transformation matrix which describes the bone movement. The 
rest part of the muscle deforms accordingly. 
In our implementation, the contact actions have not been modelled and their effects 
do not appear in the computation, which somehow causes defects in the final images. 
In the future, it will be worthwhile to implement the contact engine to fix the 
intersections amongst muscles and the intersection between muscles and bones. 
A.4 Results 
Based on the mesh-free deformations, we can visualize the movement and 
deformations of the human muscle structure. In general, a muscle was represented 
with about 400 collocation points and about 100 virtual source points were used to 
create the deformations. It would cost about one second to update one frame of a 
single muscle with a Dell Pentium III 500 MHz PC. 
So far some deformations of the major muscles on the limbs and torso have been 
accomplished. We show some of the deformation samples in Figure A.2, A.3 and AA. 
The pictures here are the scene-shots of animation sequences computed out by our 
program. Among them, Figure A.2 shows three major muscles, Pectoralis major, 
Deltoid and Latissimus, work together to lift the arm, where other muscles are 
hidden to highlight the three. It clearly illustrates the shapes and the orientations of 
the muscles as they change with different skeleton configuration. Figure A.3 shows 
the muscles of the arm deforming when the arm bends and Figure AA illustrates how 
the muscles control the twist of the forearm. 
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Figure A.2 Illustration of the deformations of Pectoralis major, Deltoid and 
Latissimus dorsi following the shoulder movement. 
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Figure A.3 Illustration of the muscle deformations for the left arm bending. 
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Figure AA Illustration of the muscle deformations following the forearm twist 
movement. 
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